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WELCOME

10 Years of German American Conference
DEAR GUESTS AND FRIENDS OF
THE GERMAN AMERICAN CONFERENCE,
In the spring of 2008, a group of students at the
Kennedy School took the initiative of organizing the
first German-American conference – then still called
“German Conference at Harvard”.
They were motivated by the conviction that critical
developments in America’s relations with Europe and
Germany did not receive adequate attention. At the
time of the meeting East West relations had taken a
turn toward more conflict after Putin’s 2007 speech
at the Munich Security Conference and the international financial crisis was heading toward its climax
and a world recession. The conference examined the
implications of these developments for the America’s
relations with Germany and Europe. German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier attended the
meeting. In addition economic relations, innovation,
cultural questions, and societal developments were put
on the agenda.
Since 2008 the conference has grown in attendance
and importance, as witnessed by the continuous participation of prominent German politicians, business leaders and intellectuals. The organizers now comprise
students from various universities in the Boston area
and more Americans. It has always been and remains
an outstanding and laudable characteristic of the conference that it is entirely organized by students down
to the last details of drafting speakers and securing its
finance.
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The tenth conference in 2018 convenes in the midst of
the deepest crisis in US-European relations after World
War II. President Trump challenges NATO’s security
commitment, the unification of Europe, the liberal
trading order and the multilateralism that had been
the framework within which the American-German
relationship and Germany’s role as an international
actor emerged. It remains an essential task of the conference to examine how the US-German relationship
can contribute to the future of the West.
In this critical moment of history, following John F.
Kennedy’s unforgettable call, ask what you can do to
contribute to this goal. The forces of illiberalism and
nationalism will win only if we do not act.

KARL KAISER
Senior Associate, Project on Europe and the Transatlantic
Relationship; Adjunct Professor of Public Policy emeritus,
Harvard Kennedy School;
Advisor to the Conference since its beginning
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WELCOME

FROM THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
This year‘s conference is not merely an anniversary. It comes at a critical time in transatlantic
relations. The US is redefining its international role and Europe is facing challenges of further
integration.
Since our beginning in 2008, we have aimed to foster strong transatlantic bonds that are
rooted in the political and economic values we share across the Atlantic. Our communicative power and the spirit of the conference lies in inspiration and encouragement of its participants to make deep explorations and create lasting connections to ultimately serve as
positive multiplicators in our shared transatlantic future. Especially in this day and age, we
believe we have to engage with open minds but, equally, with strong convictions and values.
It is indeed up to us to take the future of our democracies and societies into our own hands.
This year, 31 of us – with the help of many more – took on the challenge of translating “transatlantic” into the range of topics we care about deeply. We created a program that, we believe, represents many of the pressing issues our generation needs to address and attend to.
It has been a pleasure to be on this journey, speaking to innumerable interesting people and
identifying individuals who inspire us and that we are eager to learn from and engage with.
We are grateful to all who made this path possible: Thank you, to our friends and partners,
who nodded patiently when we ran off to yet another GAC meeting. Thank you to our generous conference supporters, without whom the next three days would not haven be possible.
Thank you to our speakers, who are filling this program, and our world, with life and ideas.
Thank you to the many chairs and organizing committees before us: in ten years, you have
built an incredible forum and movement! And thank you, mostly, to you: you, holding this
booklet in your very hands were our inspiration from the beginning. We trust you to make
the most of what you encounter – at this conference and beyond. This is about you, about all
of us and our future. It‘s in your hands now.
With Vorfreude and anticipation,
Your Organizing Committee
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SOCIAL MEDIA

STAY CONNECTED DURING AND AFTER THE CONFERENCE
Follow us on our social media channels to see what is going on at this year’s German American
Conference at Harvard. Stories, videos, photos, tweets, and much more - we will be capturing a great
variety of impressions of each day’s highlights throughout the entire event. And we want you to get
involved in the discussion!
Share your memories. Spread the word:

#GAC18!

@GermanAmericanConference

@harvard_GAC

@German American Conferece at Harvard

@harvard_GAC

Download Whova, our interactive conference app:
Whova serves as your personal conference planner. You can not only find the most upto-date version of the program and all speakers in the app, but also interact with other
attendees. To download the app, look for Whova in your app store. After downloading the
app, search for the event “German American Conference at Harvard” to register.
Please note: Whova requires you to create an account in order to use the app. If you want to use all
features of the app, such as creating your own personal agenda and direct messaging other participants, please create an account with Whova. If you are worried about privacy and wish to use an
anonymous account, log in to Whova with the email-address “app@germanamericanconference.org”
and the password “GAC_app18”. However, with this account you will not be able to use the full functionality
of the Whova app, such as choosing sessions for your own personal agenda.
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LOGISTICS

In case you have any questions,
we are happy to help:

WIFI

HOTLINE

KNOW WHERE YOU ARE AND HOW TO FIND US

+1 833 804 2200

To access the Wi-Fi, use “HMS Public“ at HMS on
Friday and “Harvard Guest“ at HKS on Saturday.
You may need to log in, but will not need a password.

Harvard
Kennedy
School
Sat&Sun

Harvard
Club of
Boston

Gala Dinner

Harvard
Medical
School
Friday
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PROGRAM
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AT A GLANCE
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SESSIONS

Our program spans a wide varity of topics relevant to transatlantic relations.
Join our panels and keynote speeches to become part of the discussion!
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CITIES

Brave new city: The impact of autonomous cars on the
social structure of our cities
co-hosted with NRW.INVEST
Moderator
Léa Steinacker

Chief Innovation Officer
Wirtschaftswoche
We are on the verge of the largest change to urban mobility since the mass
adoption of the personal car a century ago. Automobile corporations and
tech-companies are eagerly developing autonomous vehicles. In the very
near future, Uber, Lyft or Waymo will be sending you a taxi with no driver.
How will automobile-centric nations like the U.S. and Germany particularly
adapt to these breathtaking technological changes? And, equally: how will it
change the small routines and landmarks we take for granted in our everyday
lives?
This panel will think beyond technological predictions and delve into the
societal impact autonomous vehicles will have on cities. Will the traditional
separation between wealthy suburbs and poor inner cities shift? Will autonomous taxis and buses democratize access to mobility, and revolutionize
mobility to the same degree as the invention of the automobile itself did?
10-20% of our cities are devoted to parking. Once vehicles no longer need to
rest, but can hop from passenger to passenger, what happens to that space?
The coming mobility revolution will change our daily lives on a personal and
societal level in ways unexpected and unforeseen (or unforeseeable). It is
important for policy-makers and engineers to consider the social scope of
autonomous vehicles as early as possible in order to shape smart guidelines
and foster innovations that are beneficial for society. Experts from industry,
politics and academia will explore these questions and present their vision
for urban life in the 21st century.
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Panelists
Gretchen Effgen
VP of Partnerships
nuTonomy

John Fernández

Professor of Architecture
MIT

Ola Källenius

Member of the Board of
Management
Daimler AG

Marie-Agnes StrackZimmerman
Member of the German
Parliament, FDP
Deputy Chairwoman

CULTURE AND COMMEMORATION
„Erinnerungskultur“ around the world

Speaker
Sabine von Mering
Professor
Brandeis University
Every country forms a collective memory - willingly or unwillingly - and what memories it chooses to honor and which to leave out will ultimately shape the politics
and the society of the present. Germany and the United States have fundamentally different approaches to the commemoration of their respective histories.

Johannes Ebert
General Secretary
Goethe Institute

Germany has made the memory of its darkest historical chapter the cornerstone
of its culture. It deeply shapes the country’s culture of commemoration, its Erinnerungskultur. It can be summarized in two words: never again. Realizing this motto
means constantly living and reliving the past. Erinnerungskultur means depicting
and exposing the trauma over and over again in order to find the words to describe
and to create the feelings to live with such a past.
In contrast to the German case, the United States has not made its darkest chapter the centerpiece of its historical narrative. Instead, the story of the struggle for
independence, of the fight for freedom and liberty dominates. Slavery and and racism are not part of this national heroic tale. They are subchapters. Black history
is an afterthought, and an addition to American history. Yet, movements like Black
Lives Matter and events such as Charlottesville have exposed the urgent need to
address the past.
This panel aims to explore how national tragedies such as the holocaust and the
enslavement of hundreds of thousands of people need to be addressed in collective memory in order to keep the experience alive, to do justice to the victims and to
effectively fight the racism and the antisemitism that still imprisons our societies.
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DATA PROTECTION

Protect me from what I want:
The transatlantic divide on data and privacy
co-hosted with digitalHKS
Moderator
Vivek Krishnamurthy
Lecturer on Law
Harvard Law School
Counsel, Foley Hoag LLP
Can we take back the control of our data? For the first 25 years of mass internet use, tech companies have owned user data and laid out their own “Terms
of Service” in often-ignored private contracts. In 2018, the EU challenged the
prevailing US-based, laissez-faire framework with its General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Asserting its global reach, the EU laid out a standard
for data protection rules that applies to all companies operating in the EU,
no matter where they are based. The implementation of the GDPR triggered
transatlantic debates over data, privacy, and the future of technological innovation.
Where did the GDPR and the earlier German data protection law come from,
and where are data regulations headed? This panel explores the history and
future of the divergent approaches of Germany and the United States. How
will American tech companies be affected by the GDPR and what does it foreshadow for future US regulation at the federal or state level? Will Germany
and the EU fall behind in the fields of AI and Big Data? Ultimately, are privacy
and data regulations worth the consequences for data-driven innovation, or
can society afford not to regulate the use of individuals’ data?
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Panelists
Anthony Deighton
CMO
Celonis

Julia Manske
Innovation Lead
UNICEF Mexico

Amie Stepanovich
U.S. Policy Manager
Access Now

Dipayan Ghosh

Pozen Fellow
Harvard Kennedy School

DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION

Development in the digital age: Mobile money, big data,
and new strategies for international cooperation
Moderator
Frederic Pivetta

Co-Founder and Managing
Partner
Dalberg Data Insights
Technology has disrupted our societies and economies around the world.
Opportunities are, or could be, abound: Whether it is pioneering direct cash
transfers to individual citizens through mobile phones or using big data to
solve intractable public health issues like vaccinations, a whole array of new
strategies and technologies to help emerging economies. How can development actors harness these tools effectively even when they themselves
might lack technological expertise?
Because, indeed, technological solutions are no panacea either, and they do
come with inherent challenges. Tech companies that run many of the most
promising development solutions introduce new power dynamics and dependencies. Meanwhile, even the most advanced digital solution fails if it does
not address age old questions of sustainability, inclusivity and corruption.
Who guarantees that mistakes of the 20th century are being avoided while
the successes integrated instead of cast aside? How do we avoid a repeat
of the false optimism of the past that technology alone would end poverty?
The United States and Germany are the two biggest global donors. They also
have some of the most vibrant technology and start-up sectors in the world.
How the two countries approach international assistance in the digital age
will set the tone for the rest of the donor community. We can use our influence on both the bilateral and multilateral fronts - or we could go astray.
The panel explores how international organizations, states and private corporations will use technology to improve their own development efforts and
support partner countries in unleashing the potential of digital advances.
How can we assure that all actors around the world can advance innovation
rather than being left behind?

Panelists
Alexis Bonnell

Chief of Applied Innovation and
Acceleration
USAID

Christoph Beier

Vice-Chair of the Management
Board / Chief Operating Officer
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH

Dani Poole

Lead Researcher
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative

Nicholas Bramble

Deputy Head of Global Trade
Policy
Google
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DIGITAL ECONOMY

Digitalization: Who owns what is next?
co-hosted with Transatlantic 4.0 Conference at Stanford University
Moderator
Britta Weddeling

Silicon Valley Correspondent
Handelsblatt
The digital revolution has dramatically changed our lives, economies and
some of the most fundamental cornerstones of everyday life. Billions of people carry smartphones more capable than the most powerful supercomputers just 25 years ago.Today‘s largest hospitality provider, AirBnB, does not
own a single hotel. Any individual can use social media platforms to mobilize
millions to take to the streets.
How is technological shift reshaping the balance of power between nations,
as well as between the public and private sectors? Will digital future continue
to be dominated by Silicon Valley or can other countries reposition themselves to remain competitive? Germany’s strong labor laws and traditional manufacturing bent are often depicted as at odds with digital innovation. Could
the country harness these traits to catch up? Is the American head-start and
venture-backed innovation model invincible? Or is it time for both sides of
the Atlantic to join forces to withstand new digital tidal waves from countries
like China?
This panel explores the differences in German and American approaches to digital technology and the merits of each. Is the “Made in Germany” culture of quality engineering fundamentally at odds with the “move fast and break things”
mentality of big tech? Or, can we combine innovative agility with a high bar for
quality and strong labor protections to create a more sustainable digital future?
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Panelists
Danyal Bayaz

Member of German Parliament,
Die Grünen, Spokesman for
Startups

Dieter Kempf

Dieter Kempf
Federation of German Industries
(BDI)

Raj Batra

President, Digital Factory Division
Siemens Corporation

Thomas Reichert

Chair of the Practice Areas, Global
Leader Digital and Analytics
The Boston Consulting Group

DIVERSITY

Facing our differences. Building shared futures.

Moderator
Ronita Mondal

Senior Incentive Lead
Google Strategy Team
Charlottesville, USA, August 2017: White supremacists march through the
city as part of the “Unite the right” rally, chanting racist, anti-muslim and anti-semitic slogans to protest the removal of a confederate statue of General
Robert E Lee. A neo-nazi speeds a car into a group of counter protesters and
a young woman is killed.
Chemnitz, Germany, August 2018: A man is killed by a Syrian refugee, prompting massive anti-immigration protests that are taken over by right-wing
extremists. The protests turn into racist, anti-semitic riots and people with
immigrant backgrounds are chased through the city.
In both the US and Germany, nativism and overt displays of racism are on the
rise. Meanwhile, demographic trends and immigration are increasing racial
diversity. Today, over 20 percent of Germany’s citizens have a first, second
or third generation immigration history. In the US, 40 percent of the population are non-white. In the next decade, the age group of 18 - 27 is expected
to become minority white. Are both societies bound for constant flare-ups of
racially-motivated conflict, or is there a different vision for the future?
This panel explores the past and present of diversity, nativism, and immigration in the US and Germany. How have the two countries’ individual histories
shaped their understanding of national and individual identity? What can we
learn from each other? Looking forward, how can we create nations and societies that enable people with their diverse backgrounds to peacefully coexist and ideally enrich other? How effective are current Diversity and Inclusion initiatives contributing to a fairer distribution of power among minority
and majority communities?

Panelists
Denice Kronau

Author and Speaker

Jonathan Jackson
Co-Founder
Blavity

Mikolaj Ciechanowicz

Head of Office
Deutschlandstiftung Integration

Dominik Wullers

Vice Chairman
Neue Deutsche Organisationen

Sawsan Chebli

State Secretary for Federal Affairs
Berlin State Government
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EDUCATION

Excellence at all costs?
co-hosted with the Thomas Mann House
Moderator
Manuel Hartung

Head of CHANCEN Section
DIE ZEIT
In schools and universities of our democracies, we constantly balance the
goals of excellence for a few and universal access. The education panel explores how the German and American systems manage or fail to achieve the
right equilibrium, especially in higher education.
In some ways, the approaches to education in the US and Germany could not
be more different. The American system is known for high-quality instruction and cutting-edge research among elite institutions, but lower quality and
worse outcomes from many of its 4000+ colleges and universities. Across
the spectrum, however, higher education in the US comes at a high cost to
students. In contrast, the German system prioritizes affordable education for
all--but does it stifle or underutilize talent?
The panel seeks to weigh pros and cons of the American and German higher education systems, drawing on the perspectives of students, professors,
scientists, and politicians. What are the impacts of high tuition on students?
How much should individuals have to sacrifice and how much should society
invest? Understanding differences across the Atlantic will allow us to learn
from one another. Is it possible to fulfill the democratic promise of universal
access while maintaining world-class institutions that are foundational for
innovation and growth?
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Panelists
Jörg Dräger

Member of Executive Board
Bertelsmann Foundation

Jutta Allmendinger

President
WZB - Berlin Social Science
Center

Nicole Menzenbach

Consul General of Germany
German Consulate Boston

Nikhil Goyal

PhD Candidate
University of Cambridge

Pam Eddinger

President
Bunker Hill Community College

FINTECH

When banking goes FinTech:
Who shapes the financial world of tomorrow?
Moderator
Christian Busch

CEO
German Accelerator New York
Will technology turn the banking sector upside down? In recent years, fintechs and non-bank companies have taken the lead on innovation in finance.
Backed by venture capital and the willingness to take great risks, the ‘new
kids on the financial block’ are challenging the market-dominating incumbents. Traditional banks still enjoy widespread customer loyalty and are
well-adapted to this highly regulated sector, but they worry about being
disrupted. Now, banks are working to institutionalize innovation via acquisitions, cooperation and homegrown initiatives.
Will banks be disrupted, will the fintech wave pass or will we see new forms
of collaboration between startups and banks? How much say will customers
have in the transition? This panel explores the roles of established actors and
newcomers in the financial world of tomorrow. It contrasts commercial and
regulatory developments in Germany and the United States to shed light on
the institutional differences between both sides of the Atlantic.

Panelists
Daniel Drummer

Vice President, Fintech
J.P. Morgan

Felix Hufeld

President
German Federal Financial
Supervisory Authority (BaFin)

Jörg Landsch

Head Innovation Labs Americas
Deutsche Bank

Marika Lulay

CEO
GFT Technologies SE

Nicolas Kopp
CEO
N26 USA
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FUTURE OF WORK

Man or Machine: Are we prepared for the future of work?

Moderator
Christian Ketels
Automation is affecting all sectors of the economy and seems poised to dramatically shift the nature of work. Many jobs formerly done by humans are
being taken up by machines, from self-driving cars to robotic manufacturing
and computerized back-office functions. Hence, the following questions arise: What jobs will still be around in 20 years? And, are we ultimately heading
towards a jobless future?
Questions around the impact of automation on our professional fates are as
much about understanding new technology as they are about implementing
and adjusting age-old labor policy: Is preparing for a future without the jobs
we know today simply a matter of updating what we’re being trained for? A
transatlantic comparison of workforce approaches provide insights. Germany is known for its system of professional training that has given the economic middle class access to consistent employment in various trades. In
contrast, the U.S.’s investment in its middle-class workforce has always been
significantly lower. Workers in both countries, however, face competition and
downward pressure on wages driven by technologies. Will the professional
and technical training approach that Germany is renown for help stave off
obsolescence, or will we all end up out of work?
This panel focuses on the social, political, and technical approaches to
prepare for the future of work. Will automation affect Germany and the
US differently? What structures are currently in place to help mitigate
the consequences of technological disruption? Or, perhaps: How can we
set automation on a course that enhances our work experiences rather
than diminishing them? A comparative lense allows us to disentangle what Germany and the US can learn from one another and how collaboration might ensure a prosperous and stable future for both societies.
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Chief Economist
BCG Henderson Institute
Stockholm

Panelists
Irene Braam

Director
Bertelsmann North America

Metin Hakverdi

Member of the German Parliament, SPD

Uschi Backes-Gellner

Professor for Business Economics
University of Zurich

Simon Jäger

Silverman (1968) Family Career
Development Assistant Professor
of Economics
MIT

IRAN DEAL

Nuclear Negotiation: Making and breaking the Iran Deal
co-hosted with the Davis Center Negotiation Task Force
Moderator
Alexander Bollfrass

Red Horizon Project
Davis Center Negotiation Task
Force Innovation Officer
In May 2018, the US government announced its withdrawal from the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) – better known as the Iran Nuclear
Deal. The move alienated both Iran and American allies on the other side of
the Atlantic, who insisted that the deal was crucial to European security interests.

Panelists

President Trump disregarded pleas from Europeans and American critics
and announced in a Tweet: “[a]nyone doing business with Iran will NOT be
doing business with the United States.” This has effectively forced international companies to choose between the Iranian and the American market.
While foreign ministers in the European Union, including Germany, promised
that they would resist the sanctions, many companies have de fact already
suspended their business in Iran.

Suzanne Maloney

Meanwhile, Iranian Foreign Minister Zarif thwarted President Trump’s plan
to negotiate a better deal by announcing that the country would not “waste
its time” and warning that the US decision threatened regional stability. Zarif called on Europeans “to act in addition to voicing their political commitment.” This may come at high costs.

Seyed Hossein Mousavian

Middle East Security and Nuclear
Policy Specialist
Princeton University
Deputy Director - Foreign Policy
Brookings Institution

Stephen M. Walt

Professor of International Affairs
Harvard Kennedy School

The battle lines have been drawn, which is where this panel enters. With experts, some of whom were involved in the negotiation of the original deal
itself we ask: Where do we go from here? What are the alternatives to the
deal? What are the different parties really trying to achieve and how can we
preserve peace with Iran, prevent nuclear proliferation, and de-escalate tensions between all parties?
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LIFE SCIENCES

Medicine 4.0: How advances in tech are reshaping
healthcare
Moderator
Anula Jayasuriya
Founder & Managing
Director
EXXclaim Capital
Artificial intelligence and data science are rapidly changing medical research
and treatment. Big data in healthcare alone was estimated to be worth $14
billion in 2017 and is projected to grow to $68 billion by the end of 2025. This
creates an ever-growing field for personalized medicine that includes genomics, chronic condition monitoring, diagnosis, and treatment. Using artificial
intelligence to predict conditions and respond with customized treatments
allows patients and physicians to respond more quickly and precisely.
This panel discusses how novel data processing technologies will shape our
healthcare systems and what impact this will have on our future society. It
explores current perspectives and approaches from both sides of the Atlantic, where differences in data collection, privacy policies, and healthcare systems present diverse opportunities and challenges. What potential concerns
does data-driven healthcare raise with regards to ethics, accessibility, and
democratization? How can the US and Germany learn from one another or
collaborate on medical innovation and policy responses?

Panelists
Christine Tsien Silvers
Chief Medical Officer
HealthReveal

Katherine Andriole

Director of Research
Strategy and Operations
MGH & BWH Center for
Clinical Data Science

Lothar H. Wieler

President
Robert Koch Institute

Prof. Dr. Reinhard Jahn

Director
Department of Neurobiology at
the Max-Planck Institute for
Biophysical Chemistry
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MIGRATION

68.5 Million: What do we owe to the forcibly displaced?
co-hosted with the Goethe-Institut Boston
Moderator
Mathias Risse

Professor
Harvard Kennedy School
Refugee resettlement and immigration have rapidly become two of the most
contentious issues in the US, Germany and far beyond. In 2015, TIME magazine named Chancellor Merkel as Person of the Year for leading the efforts
to resolve the European refugee crisis and allowing Syrian refugees to pass
through the German-Austrian border. Since then, Germany’s “Willkommenskultur” has turned into a polarized pro- versus anti-refugee debate. A rightwing populist party has entered the Bundestag for the first time since WWII
and Chancellor Merkel herself has stated that 2015 must be prevented from
repeating itself.
On the other side of the Atlantic, the Trump administration has released wide-ranging executive orders to limit immigration and refugee resettlement.
This has included curtailing the refugee resettlement program, advocating
the construction of a border, and implementing a travel ban for citizens from
certain majority-Muslim countries. The number of refugees accepted to the
U.S. is projected to drop from over 70,000 in 2015 to less than 30,000 in
2019. Meanwhile, the total number of refugees is only expected to increase,
due to ongoing wars, poverty and increasing pressures due to climate factors.

Panelists
Can Merey

Chief of Bureau North America
dpa

Demetri G. Papademetriou

Distinguished Transatlantic Fellow
Migration Policy Institute

Peter Cachola Schmal
Curator
Making Heimat

Victoria Rietig

Senior Fellow
German Council on Foreign
Relations

This panel explores whether wealthy countries such as Germany and the U.S.
have a responsibility to provide for refugees and, if so, what suitable migration policies would look like. The growing skepticism towards migration in both
countries has also revealed that migration cannot be discussed without considering integration. How can we move from “welcoming” refugees to living
with them as fellow citizens?
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MISINFORMATION

Friend or troll? Solving the internet’s information
dilemma
Moderator
Daniel Scarnecchia
The internet was meant to usher in an age of democratized communication,
but recent years have seen the rise of so-called “fake news” and weaponized information. Social media has become a breeding ground for rumors and
lies that unintentionally or intentionally polarize political debates, stoke simmering conflicts, and, in some cases, cause physical harm.
What went wrong -- and whose responsibility is it to fix? Activists and politicians are calling for the tech companies to do more to protect the digital spaces we all have come to rely on. Some critics argue that the advertising-based business model of today’s tech platforms is flawed and prime for abuse
by anyone willing to pay to spread their message. However, content moderation efforts of companies like Facebook have backfired, however, drawing
quick criticism of unelected algorithms and underpaid moderators censoring
content. Some argue it is the role of the state to regulate such crises, but
this prompts concerns about government censorship and stifling innovation.
Does the ultimate responsibility to see through the misinformation madness,
then, lie with us, the consumers of media?
This panel explores the current landscape of misinformation and responses
by various actors. In Germany, the recent “Netzwerksdurchsetzungsgesetz”
(NetzDG) represents the first state-led attempt to regulate the digital information space. The law aims to tackle hate speech online by placing hefty fees
on platforms who fail to remove reported abuse. Has the NetzDG worked?
And is it an example that the US and others should or even could emulate?
Beyond national laws, is there a need for global governance to combat weaponized information, along the lines of a “Digital Geneva Convention”? Finally, what responsibility do the US and Germany have in shaping emergency response plans in other countries, where information warfare has already
sparked deadly inter-group conflict?
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Research Coordinator—
Standards and Ethics
Harvard Humanitarian Initiative

Panelists
Bernhard Fischer-Appelt
Co-Founder and CEO
fischerAppelt AG

Eric Rosenbach

Co-Director, Belfer Center for
Science and International Affairs
Harvard Kennedy School

Stephan Harbarth

Member of the German
Parliament, CDU

Mea Dols de Jong

Film Director &
Harvard Nieman Fellow

POPULISM

Ignore, include, prohibit: How should states respond to
populism?
Moderator
Alexander Görlach

Senior Fellow
Carnegie Council for Ethics in
International Affairs
Discussions of the recent surge of populism often focus on its origins and
characteristics. This panel seeks to go a step ahead and asks: what responses does the phenomenon solicit? By achieving political power, often without
prior political experience, populist groups are shaking some of the core assumptions and institutions of our democracies. By contrasting developments
in the U.S. and Germany, we hope to discuss whether and how states ought to
make use of constitutional, legal, and societal measures in responding to the
rise of the often un-welcome newcomers.
With new nationalistic tendencies emerging in both Germany and the US,
shifting power dynamics and challenges to established authorities, questions
arise around whether or not institutions have the right or even obligation to
intervene. These voices themselves are not neutral but highlight the increasing division and polarization of the political spectrum. Given these circumstances, how can we find common grounds for creating a strong transcontinental world community? And who is “we” in the first place?
The panel draws on perspectives from political science, law, theology and
ethics to respond to increasingly pressing concerns: When and how do populist tendencies evoke the need for government interventions? Should the
government refrain from interfering with populistic phenomena altogether?
Who decides which ideas or actions are deemed to be illegitimate? And is
it desirable that state authorities react instead of — or in addition to — the
public?

Panelists
Cynthia McClintock

Professor of Political Science
and International Affairs
George Washington University

Heinrich Bedford-Strohm
Chair
Council of the Evangelical
Church in Germany

Andreas Paulus

Justice
German Constitutional Court

Sheri Berman

Professor
Barnard College, Columbia
University
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SECURITY

(N)one for all? Transatlantic security in times of
national retraction
Moderator
Jeff Rathke

Since he took office, President Trump has repeatedly criticized the European
Union for failing to provide for its own security. He has singled out Germany
in particular for not paying its “fair share” and he has cast doubt on the US’
commitment to the North Atlantic Treaty. While debates over appropriate
levels of military spending are not new, the Trump administration has given
them new urgency - and a new tone. In response, Angela Merkel and other
European leaders have declared that Europe will need to take its security
into its “own hands”.
These challenges are unprecedented in the history of NATO. At the same
time the transatlantic alliance seems as important as ever, given the UK’s
exit from the EU and a resurgent Russia invading its neighbors and undermining democracies.
This panel will discusses how both sides of the Atlantic should handlerespond to surgingthese challenges toof transatlantic solidarity in these turbulent times in times of a changing global order. Are Germany and Europe
up to the task of providing for their own security? Also, is this development
actually in the American national interest? How should the US and Germany
work together or separately to respond to theboth sides of the Atlantic respond to these challenges of transatlantic solidarity in times of a changing
global order?
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President
American Institute for
Contemporary German Studies
at Johns Hopkins University

Panelists
Constanze Stelzenmüller
Robert Bosch Senior Fellow
Brookings Institution

Karen Donfried

President
German Marshall Fund of the
United States

SPORTS

Changing the game: Where sport is headed in the
technological age
Moderator
Roger Wood

Entrepreneur, Product
Strategist, Investor
Paradigm Talent Agency
Professional sports are being transformed by performance-boosting technologies that push the limits of human ability. When the world marathon record
was broken this year by over a minute, it prompted worldwide excitement.
However, studies indicate that athletic performance in humans may have reached its peak in recent years. This suggests that future records will depend
on the incorporation of technology and modifications of the rules of competition.
Will man’s pursuit of performance undermine the ideals of ‘fair play’? How can
the ethos of sport be preserved in the technological age, and how will sports
governing bodies define a new ‘level playing field’? Some interventions, such
as brain stimulation to improve the mental ability to push past one’s limits,
are especially challenging because they are not detectable. Should we aim to
control or emphasize the use of medial and biomechanical enhancements?
This panel explores the future of sport from the perspectives of entrepreneurs, athletes, regulators, and leaders in professional sport development.
For centuries, the Olympics and other professional sporting events have served as a means of promoting friendship, diplomacy, and cooperation among
competing athletes and the countries they represent. The changing landscape of sports require transatlantic solutions that will hopefully bring countries
closer together rather than pushing them further apart.

Panelists
Dirk Nowitzki
(Video Greetings)
NBA Player
Dallas Mavericks

Michael Ilgner

Chairman of the
Management Board
Stiftung Deutsche Sporthilfe

Kristin Collins

High Performance Advisor
US Olympic Committee

Max Zilberman
Principal Software
Engineering Lead
Microsoft
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SUSTAINABILITY

A Question of semantics or action?
co-hosted with the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies
Moderator
Aurélie Bros

Postdoctoral Fellow
Harvard University
The past two years have seen an onslaught of climate disasters while, at the
same time, climate change deniers have risen to political prominence in the
US and Europe. The situation is growing more dire by the day, and yet professionals in the field of “sustainability” still lack basic definitions and frameworks for the term.
What do we mean by “sustainability”, and how can we work towards it when
we don’t agree what problems we are trying to solve? The term can encompass topics ranging from energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions
to promoting inclusive social policies or revenue-generating activities. We
need to get more precise because “greenwashing”, or superficially applying
the sustainable label to everything, could be as debilitating to real action as
an active backlash.
This panel seeks to define the key problems sustainability seeks to address
and explore how those in the field can combat greenwashing on one side and
climate change denial on the other. What will the role of the US and Germany
be in defining sustainable practices, and what can those looking for more
environmentally, economically, and socially sound futures do to realize those
visions?
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Panelists
Alicia Harley

Postdoctoral Research Fellow
Harvard Kennedy School

Ingrid Schulte
Consultant
Climate Focus

Nicholas A. Ashford

Professor of Technology &
Policy
MIT

Sabine von Mering
Professor
Brandeis University

TRADE

Collaboration against all odds?
co-hosted with the German American Chamber of Commerce in New York
Moderator
Juliane Schäuble
US Correspondent
Der Tagesspiegel
Donald Trump’s administration has represented an abrupt change in the US
approach to trade. Since World War II, the US and Europe were the main proponents of economic liberalization and expanded international trade. This
was based on the shared belief that freer markets were the foundation of
growth for the countries involved.
In contrast, the Trump administration has followed an “America first” protectionist agenda. In June 2018, the government of the United States announced additional tariffs on steel and aluminium imports from the EU to
protect US companies. Since then, the EU, China, and other trading partners
have responded with further tariffs, prompting fears of full-blown trade war.
Though the full economic effects of this reversal in trade policy are difficult
to estimate, the political implications have been immediate and severe. For
the first time in the post-war history, the German-American trade and economic partnership is being fundamentally questioned.

Panelists
Dietmar Rieg

President & CEO
German American Chamber of
Commerce NY

Emily Haber

German Ambassador to the US

Horst Kayser

Chief Strategy Officer
Siemens

This panel explores how all parties involved in the global trade system can
handle and shape the current political climate to refocus on the mutual benefits of trade. How can large multinational companies leverage their presence on both sides of the Atlantic to promote beneficial economic exchanges?
How can the longstanding diplomatic relationship between Germany and the
US help de-escalate the situation? The panel will develop a vision for the
future of trade across the Atlantic and beyond. Will the paradigm of collaboration persist against all odds?
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YOUNG LEADERS

Translating “why” into action

Panelists
Anna Vaccari

Board Member and Co-Founder
Women in Security and Privacy
Where do leaders develop their skills? Are great leaders just born, or are they
just better at hiding or overcoming their self-doubts and weaknesses do they
have to work on developing these skills? How do they handle setbacksthrowbacks and redefine their strategies along the way?
These are the questions the Young Leaders Stage seeks toat this year’s GAC
will address. We might not get clear answer to all our questions, but we will
get a better idea of the challenges that young people who are going places
young leaders have to face as they navigate between their own and outside expectations. People The Young Leaders Stage will bring together young
leaders from diverse areas such as politics, entrepreneurship and academia
take the stage to . In ten minute TED-style talks they will share their very own
experiences and some wisdom they have acquired along the way.
What not to expect: Leadership cookbook
What to expect: Get inspired by entertaining reflections on the experiences
of our Young Leaders. Hear about different perspectives on how leadership
can be reinterpreted especially these days as hierarchies lose their importance and the workforce is getting more diverse. Narratives not just about
successes but also about challenging situations where things didn’t work out
as planned and what to learn about leadership from having to re-think strategies.
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Carl Brockmeyer

President & General Manager
North America
Leybold

Inez Freiin von
Weitershausen
Research Fellow
MIT

Hélène Vincent

Candidate for District 8
Boston City Council

Christoper Lee
Co-founder
InfiniteMD

10 YEARS GAC

Looking back, looking ahead.
co-hosted with the Project on Europe and the Transatlantic Relationship at HKS
Moderator
Karl Kaiser
When a small group of students first decided to create a conference on “Germany in the Modern World,” that world looked very different than today. That
year marked the beginning of the global financial crisis and the election of
Barack Obama. Merkel was in her 4th year as a Chancellor. Since then, the
German-American friendship has seen many ups and downs.
Over the years, the conference became an institution and one of the biggest
student-led conferences of its kind in the United States. It celebrated historical milestones, such as the 60th anniversary of the founding of the Federal
Republic and the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin wall. It dealt with
the repercussions of the financial crisis, explored new technological advancements, and examined the changing role of Germany in the world.
Looking back at past conference mottos, the German American Conference
had its finger on the pulse of our time and has become a forum for decision
makers from both sides of the Atlantic to exchange ideas and to meet the
next generation of transatlantic leaders. And at the same time - some of the
titles from now years ago feel as though they could have been written today. 2012: “The German Angst of Leadership”; 2013: “The end of the west as
we know it”; 2014: “The US and Germany: Drifting Apart?” It feels as though
many of the shocks of 2018 were long on the making - and the discussions
today are more urgent than ever.
This panel brings together multiple generations of GAC chairs to looks back
on the last ten years of the GAC. What did this forum mean for transatlantic
relations in the past and how can it continue to bridge the Atlantic as the
divide between the US and Germany seems to be widening? What can we
learn from years past and what does the future hold for the Transatlantic
relationship?

Senior Associate | Project on
Europe and the Transatlantic
Relationship
Harvard University

Panelists
Marcel Dietsch (2008)
CEO & Co-founder
Covee

Kai Brückerhoff (2012)

PhD Candidate in Economics
Max Planck Institute for Tax Law
and Public Finance

Léa Steinacker (2014)
Chief Innovation Officer
Wirtschaftswoche

Noshad Irshad (2015)
Managing Director
Co-Founder
Conference at Harvard e.V.
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KEYNOTES
Christoph Heusgen & Tilo Jung: Germany & the UN
With protracted conflicts in Syria, Yemen, Ukraine, South Sudan, the Rohingya crisis in Myanmar, and unstable situations
in Mali, Libya, and Nigeria, the world is in desperate need for a strong and powerful United Nations. Yet ridden by tensions
between its permanent members, the United Nations Security Council has time and again been criticized for
its ineffectiveness to deal with some of the most pressing issues of our time. In this situation, Germany
has put forth a bid for Security Council membership in 2019 and was elected in June of this year. In a
fireside chat with Tilo Jung, Germany’s Ambassador to the United Nations Christoph Heusgen will discuss the role of multilateral organizations in a time of national retreat, challenges to the global order
as well as Germany’s visions for the upcoming the Securit Council membership.

Josef Joffe: Nation and state vs. Europe - When
the sum of the parts is larger than the whole.
co-hosted with European Conference at Harvard
Josef Joffe, the editor of Germany’s leading weekly newspaper DIE ZEIT, will provide his thoughts on
recent challenges against multilateralism, a dogma that has defined the post-war era. He has seen the transatlantic partnership experience unprecedented strain. As a long-standing believer in the transatlantic
partnership, Mr. Joffe will share his view on the future role of Germany in Europe and the world. Will
Germany take up more global responsibility, and how will define its role in Europe? How will Germany, Europe and the transatlantic partnership be affected by recent trends to renationalize Europe,
despite the EU being more integrated and interconnected than ever?

the

Sonja Lahnstein-Kandel: Being Foreign
Being foreign has many aspects and layers. In her speech, Sonja Lahnstein Kandel will share her thoughts
on the very personal nature of “foreignness”, and give insights into personal experiences in conjunction with standing up for one’s deepest convictions. She will explore the philosophical aspects of being
foreign, in particular with a view on Enlightenment, the history of the American Constitution, Europe,
and values around the globe. Especially today, with a new rise of nationalism and populism in Western
Democracies, her talk sheds light on urgent questions: what happens when I feel foreign in my own
country, because the people around me look less and less like myself? What constitutes a foreigner in
the first place? Is the bridge across the Atlantic at risk to collapse?
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MAKING HEIMAT

Germany, Arrival Country
An Exhibition presented by the Goethe-Institut
in cooperation with Deutsches Architektur Museum and the German Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building
and Community
Saturday, October 6 & Sunday, October 7
Malkin Penthouse, Harvard Kennedy School
See conference schedule for gallery talks with co-curator Peter Cachola Schmal, co-curator and Director of Deutsches
Architektur Museum.
What conditions must arrival countries meet for refugees to integrate successfully? What contributions can architecture and urban planning make towards this process? Making Heimat. Germany, Arrival City, first presented in the
German Pavillion at Venice Architecture Biennale 2016 at the height of the refugee crisis in Europe, addresses these and related questions. Co-curators Peter Cachole Schmal, Oliver Elser and Anna Scheuermann developed the
eight theses on the Arrival City presented in the exhibition in close collaboration with Canadian journalist Doug Saunders, author of the widely discussed book ‘Arrival City: How the Largest Migration in History Is Reshaping Our World’. Saunders’ extensive studies of slums and favelas around the world (with their cheap rents, access to work, and
ethnic networks that adopt new arrivals and facilitate their social advancement) form the basis for the exhibition.
As the curators note, Germany has long been a country of immigration although not often publicly acknowledged. Outside of huge temporary camps near conflict areas, no other country in the world has built migrant housing on such a large
scale. The exhibition’s eight theses present best case scenarios from projects in Germany. An accompanying online database of existing migrant housing projects which is continuously being updated provides valuable data and transparency.
More info at www.makingheimat.de.
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FRIDAY EVENING GALA DINNER
EXCLUSIVE, ELEGANT, UNIQUE
Dinner Ticket Holders:

Reception begins at 7 p.m. at
the Back Bay Harvard Club of Boston
The Gala Dinner begins at approx. 7:45 p.m.

How to get there:

By public transport:
From South Station take the Red Line to Park Street
and switch to the Green B, C or D Line and get off
at Hynes Convention Center. It is a short walk from
there.
By car:
Please find the address below. Please allow at least
35 minutes to account for the possibility of traffic.

Dresscode:

Business Formal

Adress:

Harvard Club of Boston
374 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02115
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The Friday evening Gala Dinner is one of our oldest and greatest traditions at the German American Conference. We offer
our guests the unique opportunity to get into close contact
with our distinguished speakers, sponsors, guests and team
members over an upscale three-course dinner.
There could not be a more appropriate location to host this
dinner than the Harvard Club in Back Bay, Boston. In its historic location on Commonwealth Avenue it offers an assortment
of both functional and representative rooms which guarantee
instant comfort. Feel the charm of classic New England architecture and interiors rich with wood paneling, working fireplaces and traditional artwork.
We will be accompanied by live music from the Harvard Krokodiloes, also known as “the Kroks”, throughout the entire
evening. This a cappella singing group of young and extremely
talented Harvard students is known to have the gift of warming one’s soul and enriching one’s day. Their musicality, versatility, sense of style, and dedication to excellence cannot be
underestimated.
This intimate and familiar setting will ensure an unforgettable
experience for everyone. It is a highlight of the conference.

Your bright
ideas could
power the world

Project
your future
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SIDE PROGRAM
Denice Kronau | Earning Leadership: A practical Primer
Friday 2:45 PM & Saturday 1 PM
Join Denice Kronau, a 30-year veteran and an experienced C-level executive in the corporate world
for an interactive you expect your leaders to be? How do you expect them to behave? What do you
think they do? By the end of the session, you will walk away with at least one new idea (and hopefully more!) about what leadership means for you personally.
Can Merey | Der ewige Gast. Forever a guest
Sunday 9:30 AM
Enjoy a reading from the journalist Can Merey and his new book “Der ewige Gast” (Forever a guest).
In his book, Can Merey tells the story of his father who immigrates as a young Turk in 1958 to Germany. During his whole life, he did everything he could to integrate himself. Yet, he was repeatedly
told that he was worth less than a “real” German. His sister, who emigrated to the USA at the time
– and never experienced discrimination there – was completely different. With his authentically and
discerningly told story this book sheds a new light both on Germany’s relationship to the some three
million German Turks in the country and also its relationship with Turkey.
Wladimir Nikoluk | Impact Measurement
Saturday 1:00 PM
		
Between development aid, humanitarian aid and impact investments, the world spends close to
$600 billion each year to tackle a series of societal challenges such as poverty, climate change, and
slowing productivity growth. Yet, there is little consensus on how the impact of those investments
should be measured. In this session, ImmerLearn CEO Wladimir Nikoluk will propose a framework
for impact accounting and explore how innovation in data science and technology can help to push
the boundaries of what impact indicators are quantifyable.
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SIDE PROGRAM
Volker Kutscher | Babylon Berlin
Friday 3:30 PM
Volker Kutscher is a German author. He studied German, Philosophy and History, and worked
as a newspaper editor prior to writing his first detective novel, Babylon Berlin; the start of an
award-winning series of novels to feature Gereon Rath and his exploits in late Weimar Republic Berlin, it was an instant hit in Germany. Since then, a further four titles have appeared, most
recently Märzgefallene in 2014. The series was awarded the Berlin Krimi-Fuchs Crime Writers Prize
in 2011 and has sold over one million copies worldwide.
Coffee Chats with expert panelists
Various times
In the 15 minutes long Coffee Chats you and three other participants get the opportunity to speak
with a panelist in a more private and relaxed atmosphere. Enjoy your coffee while discussing in an
exceptional personal setting and getting unique insights from interesting panelists.

Emerald Nodes is a network of
professionals who are highly
connected in their respective fields.
At Emerald Nodes we
facilitate exchange, new
connections and provide
talent with opportunities
at selected organizations.

www.emeraldnodes.com
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Like the central place of public life in ancient
Greek cities, the Innovation Lounge provides a
platform for exchanging ideas. Rather than another
place of listening and asking, it offers conference
participants a space for discussion and action.

The Wexner Commons is a panorama glass covered
common space in the heart of the Harvard Kennedy
School. With its botanical elements it offers a
unique environment, which is just the right place
for the birth of innovation.

Institutions from all fields – ranging from innovative startups, to cultural thought leaders to
multinational enterprises – present their most
recent breakthroughs. It is an environment that
inspires to look beyond horizons. For everyone.

With our new concept of “Innovation Challenges”,
we want to create a space that makes everyone
leave with new insights, skills and the confidence
that “innovation” is not simply about investment
and advanced technology, but about re-thinking
complicated challenges in creative ways.

Each exhibiting organization has brought a challenge that they are currently facing
// You tap your expertise to co-develop ideas on how to solve these challenges

The opportunity to engage in exciting discussions with leading innovators about their
challenges of the future
// The chance to win amazing prices for submitting the most promising ideas

Engage in a discussion
with the exhibitor
about their innovation
challenge

Write your idea on a
sticky note – keep it
short and don’t forget to
put your email address
on the back!

Post your idea(s) on the
“innovation boards”
at the exhibitor booth.
Remember: one idea –
one sticky note!

Be inspired by the
innovation challenges &
win amazing prices!
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External Innovation Space
for Life Sciences

Autonomous Long-Distance Drones

Powerful, Affordable 3D Printers
for Professionals
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World’s Leading Advisor on
Business Strategy

Intelligent Big Data Technology

Germany’s Official Cultural Institution

INNOVATION LOUNGE

Pioneering Vacuum Technology

Global Powerhouse in Electrification,
Automation, Digitalization

Autonomous Cargo Loading Drones

Top-Management Strategy
Consultancy of Siemens
Year of German-American Friendship

Robotic Fitness Equipment
for the Home

Design Agency with
Private Sports Brand

IoT Device
Teaching Girls to Code
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Koryphäe

Multitalent

Globetrotter

INDIVIDUAL
CAREER
Vielseitig, spezialisiert oder international?
Sie entscheiden, wie Sie Ihre Karriere gestalten. Erfahren Sie mehr
über das BCG-Einstiegsprogramm auf individualcareer.bcg.de
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SPEAKERS

Jutta Allmendinger
President

| WZB - Berlin Social Science Center
Jutta Allmendinger is President of the WZB Berlin Social Science Center, Professor of Sociology at
Humboldt-Universität Berlin, Honorary Professor of Sociology at Freie Universität Berlin and fellow
of the CES. She holds a PhD from Harvard University and earned her habilitation degree at Ludwig–
Maximilians-Universität in Munich. Until 2007, she was a professor at LMU, and served as Head of the
Federal Employment Agency’s Institute for Employment Research in Nuremberg. Her honors include
the German Federal Cross of Merit First Class, the Berlin Cross of Merit and an honorary doctorate of the
University Tampere. She serves on numerous advisory boards in Germany and abroad. Furthermore,
she is a member of the German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina, and the National Academy
of Science and Engineering acatech. In 2017, Jutta Allmendinger was appointed as one of five editors
of the German weekly DIE ZEIT. In 2018, she spent four months at Thomas-Mann-Haus in Los Angeles.

Katherine Andriole

Director of Research Strategy and Operations | MGH & BWH Center for Clinical
Data Science
Dr. Andriole is an Associate Professor of Radiology at Harvard Medical School, Brigham and Women’s

Hospital and the Director of Research Strategy and Operations at the MGH & BWH Center for Clinical
Data Science. She studied at Duke and Yale University, did postdoctoral fellowships at University of
California at Los Angeles, and University of California at San Francisco. Her research involves technical
as well as clinically-relevant developments in medical informatics, picture archiving and communication
systems, digital radiography, image processing and analysis, business analytics, and machine learning.
She held multiple leadership roles for the Society of Imaging Informatics in Medicine, serves on the
Radiological Society of North America, and is Senior Scientist for Education at the American College of
Radiology Data Science Institute. She was elected member of the Academy of Harvard Medical School,
inducted into the College of SIIM Fellows, and named Second VP of the RSNA.

Nicholas A. Ashford

Professor of Technology & Policy | MIT
Nicholas A. Ashford is Professor of Technology & Policy and Director of the Technology & Law Program
at the MIT. He teaches courses in Technology, Globalization, Sustainable Development, Environmental
Law, Policy, Economics, Technology, and Public Policy. He holds both a PhD in Chemistry and a Law
Degree from the University of Chicago, where he also received graduate education in Economics. Dr.
Ashford is a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. His research interests
include sustainability, trade and environment; regulatory law and economics; industrial policy;
employment; and environmental justice. He is the co-author of two textbooks addressing sustainable
development: Technology, Globalization, and Sustainable Development: Transforming the Industrial
State (2018) and Environmental Law, Policy and Economics: Reclaiming the Environmental Agenda
(2008, MIT Press). He has also published widely in peer-reviewed journals and law reviews.
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SPEAKERS

Uschi Backes-Gellner

Professor for Business Economics, Personnel Economics and Empirical Research |
University of Zurich

Raj Batra

Uschi Backes-Gellner is Visiting Scholar at Harvard Graduate School of Education during Fall Term
2018, and Professor for Business and Personnel Economics at the University of Zurich since 2002.
She also serves as Co-Director of the Swiss Leading House on Economics of Education, Firm
Behaviour and Training Policies, she is Vice-Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics and
Informatics of University of Zurich, and Member of the Swiss National Research Council (SNSF).
The research of Prof. Backes-Gellner focuses on Business, Personnel and Innovation Economics, with
a focus on the role of education and training for innovation. Since 2006 she is one of the six Members
of the German Commission of Experts for Research and Innovation (Expertenkommission Forschung
und Innovation - EFI), advising the German Federal Government and presenting an annual Report on
Research, Innovation and Technological Performance in Germany to Chancellor Merkel each spring.

President, Digital Factory Division | Siemens Corporation
Raj Batra is President of the Digital Factory (DF) Division for Siemens USA. In this role, Batra is
responsible for overseeing all development, marketing, sales, R&D, vertical industry and manufacturing
aspects for DF in the US. Joining Siemens in 1993, Batra has held a variety of high-level management,
strategy and sales positions. In addition to his responsibilities at Siemens, Batra serves on the Executive
Advisory Boards of The National Electrical Manufacturers Association and the Manufacturers Alliance
for Productivity and Innovation. He is also a Member of the Board of Directors of PI-North America
and MKS Instruments, Inc. Prior to Siemens, he worked as a sales engineer developing automation
solutions for discrete manufacturing and process industries. He earned a Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering from Lawrence Technological University in Michigan and a Master of Business
Administration from the University of Michigan.

Danyal Bayaz

Member of German Parliament, Die Grünen, Spokesman for Startups
Dr. Danyal Bayaz is a member of the German Bundestag since 2017 and serves as spokesman for
startups in the parliamentary group of the Greens. He is a member of the Finance Committee and
a sub member of the Digital Agenda, the Budget Committee and the expert commission on artificial
intelligence. Danyal studied Politics and Economics and received a PhD from the University of
Stuttgart-Hohenheim, conducting part of his research as a Fulbright Fellow at Cornell University,
New York. Before joining the Bundestag he was with the Boston Consulting Group as a project leader
serving clients from the Public Sector and Financial Markets. Bayaz lives in his home town Heidelberg.
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SPEAKERS

Heinrich Bedford-Strohm

Chair | Council of the Evangelical Church in Germany
Heinrich Bedford-Strohm is Presiding Bishop of the Evangelical-Lutheran Church in Bavaria and
Chairman of the Council of Evangelical Churches in Germany. From 2004 until 2011 he held the Chair
of Systematic Theology and Contemporary Theological Issues in the Faculty for Human Sciences at the
Otto-Friedrich University of Bamberg, Germany. Since 2011 he is Honorary Professor at the University
of Bamberg. He is also, since 2009, Extraordinary Professor at the Theological Faculty in Stellenbosch,
South Africa. In 2008 Bedford-Strohm was the Founding Director of the Dietrich Bonhoeffer Research
Centre for Public Theology in Bamberg, which is a member of the Global Network for Public Theology.
His books focus on themes of social justice, the ecumenical discussion on creation, bioethics, civil
society, migration and asylum, and Public Theology. His newest books are on the church (“Radikal
lieben. Anstöße für eine mutige Kirche der Zukunft, 2017) and on Public Theology („Liberation Theology
for a Democratic Society. Essays in Public Theology”, 2018)

Christoph Beier

Vice-Chair of the Management Board / Chief Operating Officer | Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH

Sheri Berman

Dr. Christoph Beier is Vice Chair of the Management Board of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH. He holds numerous honorary posts, e.g. as a member
of the Board of Trustees of the Tongji University Shanghai as well as the Board of the Bertelsmann
Transformation Management Index (Bertelsmann Foundation). He studied geography, politics,
ethnology and agriculture at the Technical University of Munich. Given his great experience in
shaping Germany’s impact in the world he was appointed a key expert on “Germany in the Eyes of
the World” by the German Chancellor as part of her 2011 - 2012 Dialogue on Germany’s Future. For
many years, Christoph Beier has been enthusiastic searching for those actors and mechanisms
that might trigger innovation and foster development, such as tech startups, innovation hubs or
the collaboration with global networks.

Professor | Barnard College, Columbia University
Sheri Berman is a professor of political science at Barnard College, Columbia University. Her research
interests include the development of democracy and dictatorship, European politics, populism and
fascism, and the history of the left. She is author of books on European social democracy and the fate
of democracy during the interwar years, social democracy and fascism in 19th and 20th century Europe
and her latest book, Democracy and Dictatorship in Europe: From the Ancien Régime to the Present
Day will be published by Oxford University Press in January 2019. In addition to her scholarly work, she
has published in a wide variety of non-scholarly publications including the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, the Washington Post, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Policy, VOX, The Guardian and Dissent.
In her spare time she runs, cycles and helps run an animal rescue organization in Brooklyn, New York.
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SPEAKERS

Alexander Bollfrass

Senior Designer | Red Horizon Project, Davis Center Negotiation Task Force
Dr. Alexander K. Bollfrass is the senior designer of the Red Horizon project and a Davis Center associate.
He was previously a Stanton Nuclear Security Postdoctoral Fellow at Harvard Kennedy School‘s Belfer
Center, specializing in nuclear weapons policy and proliferation. His research compares how well
intelligence agencies perform in assessing other countries‘ nuclear programs. Its main focus is on the
foreign intelligence branch of the Stasi, the former East German intelligence service. In parallel, Bollfrass
pursues research interests on how climate affects civil wars and the ethical dilemmas of serving the
security state. He was a nuclear weapons policy researcher at the Washington-based Stimson Center
and Arms Control Association before earning a PhD in security studies from Princeton University‘s
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs. Bollfrass also holds an undergraduate
degree in political science from the University of California, Berkeley.

Alexis Bonnell

Chief of Applied Innovation and Acceleration (U.S. Global Development Lab) |
USAID
Alexis Bonnell is the Division Chief of Applied Innovation and Acceleration in the U.S. Global

Development Lab of USAID. Alexis has delivered humanitarian and development programming in
over 25 countries, in almost every sector from education to stabilization. Her more than 20 years of
experience in management and communications has provided her incredible opportunities to work
on/with: Wall Street, “Dot.coms”, Middle East Peace Plan, Afghan and Iraq Elections, global emergency
response coordination and major logistics operations. Her focus is how to leverage science, technology,
innovation, and partnership for greater impact. Alexis founded the Global Innovation Exchange, and
has been lucky enough to see USAID invest in more than 1,000 social innovators and entrepreneurs,
changing millions of lives around the world.

Irene Braam

Director | Bertelsmann North America
Irene Braam joined the Bertelsmann Foundation North America as executive director in April 2016.
She is the first vice president and board director of the Bertelsmann Foundation Board of Directors.
Braam is a lawyer and media expert, and has been with the Bertelsmann company for 10 years. She
began as director of government relations of the Brussels Liaison Office in 2005 and became senior
vice president of government relations in September 2011. After studying law at Maastricht University,
the Dutch native began her professional career in 1998 in the music industry. Braam was head of
international, legal and business affairs at Naïve Records in Paris, in charge of business development
for Midbar Tech Ltd. in Tel Aviv, and served as both director of public policy and government affairs and
director of legal and business affairs at the Universal Music Group in London and Brussels.
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SPEAKERS
Nicholas Bramble

Deputy Head of Global Trade Policy | Google
Nicholas Bramble is the Deputy Head of Global Trade Policy at Google. He has worked at Google since
2013, including roles on the company‘s Trust & Safety and Cloud teams. Prior to joining Google he
served as a Presidential Innovation Fellow with the U.S. Treasury Department, and was a Lecturer in
Law and Director of the Law and Media Program at Yale Law School. He has filed amicus briefs in two
telecommunications and intellectual property cases with the U.S. Supreme Court, and has published
articles in Hastings Law Journal, the Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review, and
the Harvard Journal of Law and Technology. He holds a J.D. from Harvard Law School and B.A. and M.A.
degrees from Stanford University.

Carl Brockmeyer

President & General Manager North America | Leybold
Carl Brockmeyer leads a digital transformation initiative to enable new digital business models
and sales channels for the industrial global player Leybold. He focuses on B2B e-commerce and
bridging the online and offline customer journey. Carl led Leybold to establish strong startup- and
industrial partnerships with a focus on e-commerce, digitalization of B2B business models, industrial
technology including augmented reality for service applications and crowd collaboration. One of the
partnerships Carl established involves Leybold in the development of the Hyperloop, a high-speed
ground transportation system, for which Leybold became a key technology partner in the development
and supply of required vacuum systems to operate the Hyperloop. Since May 2017, Carl is President &
General Manager for Leybold in North America and is based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. In 2018 Carl
became a Young Leader of the Atlantik-Brücke. Carl spent 15+ years abroad on 4 different continents
and speaks 5+ languages.

Aurélie Bros

Postdoctoral Fellow | Harvard University
Aurélie Bros is a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard
University. She is a specialist in geopolitics and energy policy. The last three years she has spent
in Russia developing her skills as PhD student, where she worked with Tatiana Mitrova, and then as
assistant professor and researcher at the Moscow Higher School of Economics. Having gained a wide
range of experience among others with the DG Energy of the European Commission, with think tanks
like the French Institute of International Relations (Ifri) and in the private sector, she has experience
in dealing with Russian, Eurasian and global energy markets, and sanctions on energy sector. Last
year, she published with Thierry Bros the book “Geopolitics of Russian Gas”. Dr. Bros holds a Master
in Geopolitics from the École Normale Supérieure (France) and a joint PhD from the University Paris 1
Panthéon-Sorbonne and the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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Kai Brückerhoff
PhD candidate | Max Planck Institute for Tax Law and Public Finance
Kai Brückerhoff is a PhD Candidate in Economics at the Max Planck Institute for Tax Law and Public Finance in Munich.
His theoretical PhD dissertation investigates the optimal use of government taxation in financial markets. Kai obtained
a Master in Public Policy (MPP) at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of Government (Class of 2014) where he was a
McCloy Scholar. At HKS, his topical focus comprised course work at the intersection of public policy, financial markets,
and security policy. He completed a summer internship at the German Ministry of Finance (Department VII, Financial
Markets Policy), supporting the management of government stakes in financial institutions. He previously spent four
years at Goldman Sachs in the firm‘s Investment Banking Division (London) where he primarily focused on merger and
acquisition advisory services in the pharmaceutical, medtech and biotechnology sectors. His transaction experience includes mandates for both corporate clients and private equity funds. Prior to joining Goldman Sachs, Kai graduated from
the University of Oxford (Trinity College) with a B.A. (Hons) degree in Economics & Management.

Christian Busch

CEO | German Accelerator New York
Christian Busch is a digital executive and angel investor with core expertise in strategy, marketing
and business/corporate development. He’s passionate about helping companies grow their business,
whether it’s hands-on or by connecting them to the right people. Christian is the CEO of the German
Accelerator in New York City. Recently, Christian served as SVP, Head of Marketing at Indiegogo.
Prior to that, Christian served as SVP Corporate Development and General Manager of Alloy Digital
where he was responsible for M&A. He also served as General Manager for Takkle, a prominent college
recruitment website for high school sports, which was acquired by Alloy in early 2009. Christian has
also held senior management roles for Cellfish Media and Bertelsmann. Christian serves on the board
of Above Average and Pruftechnik AG and is an active investor in early stage startups. Christian is a
frequent speaker at industry events, avid traveler and Bayern Munich supporter.

Peter Cachola Schmal

Curator | Making Heimat
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Peter Cachola Schmal is the director of the Deutsches Architekturmuseum (DAM) in Frankfurt am
Main. He has regularly served on the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Development
(BMVBS) juries for the biennials in São Paulo and Venice. Schmal’s curatorial activities are frequently
accompanied by publications, lectures and participation in professional juries. He sits on a number of
committees, e.g. the BMVBS advisory board for “Kunst am Bau”, the Committee for the European Prize
for Urban Public Space in Barcelona and the Steering Committee for the European Union Prize for
Contemporary Architecture. From 2007 to 2013 he was a member at the Goethe Institute’s Advisory
Board for Visual Arts. In 2016 he was the General Commissioner for the German Pavilion of the 15th
International Architecture Exhibition La Biennale di Venezia with the show „Making Heimat. Germany,
Arrival Country“. Schmal studied architecture at the Technische Hochschule Darmstadt.

SPEAKERS
Sawsan Chebli

State Secretary for Federal Affairs | Berlin State Government
Sawsan Chebli is the State of Berlin Delegate to the Federation and Permanent Secretary for Active
Citizenship and International Relations since 2016. Formerly she has been the Deputy spokesperson
at the Federal Foreign Office under Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs Frank-Walter Steinmeier and
has been the Policy Advisor for Intercultural Affairs at the Berlin Senate Department (Ministry) for the
Interior and Sport from 2010 to 2013. Sawsan is a member of the Social Democratic Party of Germany
and strongly encourages interreligious dialogue, especially between Muslims and Jews and campaigns
against anti-Semitism as well as against Islamophobia. In her role as Permanent Secretary for Active
Citizenship, she supports civic engagement and projects, which strengthen democracy and civil rights
(e.g. “Farben Bekennen”). She studied political science at the Freie Universität Berlin and began her
political career in 2005 as a research assistant in the German Bundestag.

Mikolaj Ciechanowicz

Head of Office | Deutschlandstiftung Integration
Mikolaj Ciechanowicz is head of office at the German Foundation for Integration and managing director
of the Walther Rathenau Institute for Foreign Policy in Berlin, Germany. As founding director of a
Berlin-based political think tank, he awards the annual Walther Rathenau Prize to global leaders such
as Shimon Perez, Hillary Clinton, and Antonio Gutierrez. For the German Foundation for Integration,
Mikolaj developed the renowned scholarship program GEH DEINEN WEG for young and talented
migrants under the patronage of chancellor Angela Merkel. Born and raised in Poland, Mikolaj arrived
in Germany as child of political refugees in 1988. He graduated in International Relations at the Freie
Universität Berlin and the Institut d‘Etudes Politiques in Paris and started his professional career
working for one of Germany‘s biggest advertising agencies Scholz&Friends.

Lee Christopher

Co-founder | InfiniteMD
Christopher Lee is a rising healthcare entrepreneur. Chris is currently a Co-Founder of InfiniteMD,
a telemedicine company providing patients access to expert physicians for online medical second
opinions and disease specific expertise via live, video consultation. InfiniteMD has helped patients from
over a dozen countries around the world to date. Chris previously cofounded Recon Therapeutics, a
medical device start-up focused on providing an improved platform to help patients mix, dose, and
inject therapeutics. Chris has also served as a Director of MIT Hacking Medicine, organization focused
on energizing the healthcare ecosystem through design thinking education and launching healthcare
startups. Some of Chris’s personal awards include selection as a World Economic Forum Global
Shaper and Forbes 30 Under 30 Honoree in Healthcare. Chris received his BS from the University of
Connecticut, subsequently a masters from the Johns Hopkins University Biodesign program, and also
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Kristin Collins

High Performance Advisor | US Olympic Committee
Kristin Collins is currently working for the US Olympic Committee as the High Performance Director
– Performance Technology & Innovation – Winter. Over the past 20 years, Kristin has lead the
area of Performance Technology & Innovation for the US, Canadian, Netherlands and the Brazilian
Olympic Committee, over the past 10 Olympic Games. Additionally consulting for Hudl/ Sportstec/
Volleymetrics over the past 6 months. Over the span of her career, Kristin has directed all innovative
efforts in applied, performance driven technologies, focused on targeted Olympic Programs (Coaches,
Athletes and Support Staff) in their quest for Gold. Leading national strategies for the development
and delivery of performance analysis support, providing the technical leadership and innovative insight
for her teams to reach their full podium potential. Kristin is a former DI Basketball athlete at University
of California Santa Barbara & DIII Volleyball athlete at Wesleyan University.

Anthony Deighton

Chief Marketing Officer | Celonis
Anthony Deighton leads the global marketing strategy and execution for Celonis, and heads the
team responsible for driving the rapid market adoption of the Celonis Intelligent Business Cloud
that organizations use to drive digital transformation initiatives. Deighton previously served as Chief
Technology Officer and SVP of Products at Qlik, as well as General Manager of Siebel ERM. Deighton
has a track record of building companies early-stage startups into disruptors and market leaders. He
holds an MBA with high distinction from Harvard University, and a bachelor’s degree in mathematics
and economics from Northwestern University.

Marcel Dietsch

CEO & Co-founder | Covee
Marcel is CEO & co-founder of Covee, a VC-backed blockchain venture he started in Berlin in early 2017.
Prior to that Marcel was a hedge fund portfolio manager in Geneva (2011-12) and London (2012-17)
where he traded derivatives and global macro strategies. Apart from analysing data sets and building
financial models, this also involved visiting Chilean copper mines and figuring out macroeconomic
drivers of the Chinese economy in Shanghai and Hong Kong. Marcel holds a PhD from Oxford where he
studied the political economy of natural gas markets and pricing mechanisms. While at Harvard (MPP
‘08) Marcel focused on energy economics and policy, worked for Professor Joseph Nye as a research
assistant and teaching fellow and co-founded the German-American Conference in 2007 with Max
Milz (MPP ‘08) and Geraldine Prasuhn (AB ‘09). Marcel serves as Vice Chairman of the Council of the
German American Conference at Harvard and is a member of the Friends of the Bayreuth Festival.
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Mea Dols de Jong

Film Director and Harvard Nieman Fellow 2019
Mea Dols de Jong is a documentary filmmaker from the Netherlands. Her first film, “If Mama Ain’t
Happy, Nobody’s Happy,” received critical acclaim and was shown worldwide. Her other films have
been shown at festivals, by traditional broadcasters and, increasingly, are available online. She explores topics ranging from small human-interest stories to political films. Variety chose her as one of the
top 10 European filmmakers to watch and NRC Handelsblad named her on its list of the top 100 most
influential Dutch artists. During her Nieman Fellowship she will be studying the evolving rules for
audiovisual journalism and storytelling online.

Karen Donfried

President | German Marshall Fund of the United States
Dr. Karen Donfried is president of the German Marshall Fund of the United States (GMF), a nonprofit organization dedicated to strengthening transatlantic cooperation. Before assuming this
position in April 2014, Donfried was special assistant to the president and senior director for
European affairs on the National Security Council at the White House. Prior to that, she served as
the national intelligence officer for Europe on the National Intelligence Council. She first joined
GMF in 2001 after having served as a European specialist at the Congressional Research Service.
Donfried is a Senior Fellow at Harvard University’s Center for European Studies and a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations. She is a trustee of Wesleyan University, her undergraduate alma mater.
She received her doctorate from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University and a
Magister from the University of Munich.

Jörg Dräger

Member of Executive Board | Bertelsmann Foundation
Dr. Jörg Dräger is a member of the Executive Board of the Bertelsmann Stiftung, one of Europe’s
leading think tanks. There he works in the fields of education, integration and digitization, serves as
CEO of the Centre for Higher Education Development (CHE) and mentors young entrepreneurs in the
non-profit Founders Foundation. He teaches Public Management at the Hertie School of Governance.
In 1998, he became CEO of the Northern Institute of Technology Management and in 2001, he took
office as Hamburg‘s (independent) Minister of Science and Research, and later also as its Minister
of Health and Consumer Protection. He was a member of the Standing Conference of Ministers of
Education and Cultural Affairs and a deputy member of the German Bundesrat. Jörg Dräger studied
Physics and Economics at the University of Hamburg, Germany. He then went on to receive a Master of
Science (M.Sc.) and a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Theoretical Physics from Cornell University, New
York.
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Daniel Drummer

Vice President, Fintech | J.P. Morgan
Daniel Drummer is working as Vice President for J.P. Morgan‘s CIB Fintech Group. Previously, he
worked as management consultant at McKinsey & Company and in the Investment Banking Division
of the Royal Bank of Scotland in London. He is the co-founder of TonalityTech, a start-up that provides
big data based sentiment analysis solutions for corporates, sell-side analysts and hedge funds.
Daniel completed an M.B.A. degree with Distinction at the University of Oxford, holds a Masters
degree (LL.M.) in Corporate Law, is a CFA Charterholder and was appointed a Visiting Fellow at Harvard
University in 2016.

Johannes Ebert

Secretary General | Goethe Institute
Johannes Ebert has been Secretary General of the Goethe-Institut since 2012. He studied Islamic
Studies and Political Science in Freiburg and Damascus and thereafter worked as a journalist in
Heilbronn. After periods at the Goethe-Institut in Prien and Riga, he served as the deputy head of the
Public Relations division in the Munich head office, before becoming the director of the Goethe-Institut
Kiev in 1997. From 2002 to 2007, he was director of the Goethe-Institut in Cairo and regional director
for North Africa and the Middle East. Subsequently, he served as director of the Goethe-Institut
in Moscow and regional director for Eastern Europe and Central Asia. In his work, Johannes Ebert
focuses on advancing European collaboration and intensifying engagement in crisis-ridden regions
and countries going through radical change. He is particularly dedicated to supporting refugees with
cultural and educational projects in Germany and the neighbouring countries of Syria.

Pam Eddinger

President | Bunker Hill Community College
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Pam Eddinger is president of Bunker Hill Community College (BHCC), the largest of 15 community
colleges in Massachusetts. Dr. Eddinger began her tenure at BHCC in 2013, and has served community
colleges for more than 25 years in Massachusetts and in California. Dr. Eddinger serves on a number
of boards and commissions on a local, state, and national level. Among others, she is a Commissioner
of the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education (CIHE) of the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges (NEASC), served on the education transition team of Governor Baker and Boston
Mayor Walsh and is on the Board of Directors of the Boston Private Industry Council. Dr. Eddinger was
recognized in 2016 by the Obama White House as a Champion of Change, and attended several White
House higher education summits. She earned a bachelor’s degree in English from Barnard College in
New York City and her masters and doctorate in Japanese Literature from Columbia University.

SPEAKERS
Gretchen Effgen

VP of Partnerships | nuTonomy
Gretchen Effgen (VP of Global Partnerships, Aptiv) is a recognized innovator in mobility services. She
spent several years at Zipcar where she executed the company’s strategic partnership initiatives with
Ford, Honda, Toyota, Google and more. Gretchen previously served as Executive Vice President of
Mobility Services at CivicSmart, and remains a member of their Board of Directors. Gretchen received
her Bachelor of Arts from Tulane University, and her Master of Business Administration from London
Business School. She is a member of the World Economic Forum Global Future Councils, serving two
terms on the Cities Council and is currently serving a third term on Entrepreneurship. Massachusetts
Governor Charlie Baker appointed her to the Commission on the Future of Transportation in the
Commonwealth in 2018.

John Fernández

Professor of Architecture | MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
John E. Fernández is a professor of building technology in the Department of Architecture at MIT
and a practicing architect. Fernández founded and directs the MIT Urban Metabolism Group, a highly
multidisciplinary research group focused on the resource intensity of cities and design and technology
pathways for future urbanization. He also directs the MIT Environmental Solutions Initiative, a major
Institute-wide effort to connect the very best research and scholarship with solutions pathways for a
sustainable earth. He has been the co-Director of the MIT International Design Center, Head of the
Building Technology Program and is a practicing architect.

Bernhard Fischer-Appelt

Co-Founder and CEO | fischerAppelt AG
Bernhard Fischer-Appelt is the owner of fischerAppelt AG, one of the leading agency groups for creative
and integrated marketing and communication solutions in Germany. He co-founded the network
in 1986. Today, over 500 colleagues at nine national and international locations work for over 200
clients, including half of all DAX companies. Bernhard studied Political Sciences as well as Economics
at the University of Hamburg and holds a M.Sc. in Industrial Relations and Personnel Management
from the London School of Economics. He is the author of the books “The Moses Method – Leadership
Resulting in Groundbreaking Change” and “Leadership at the Limit”. His focuses on Corporate Change,
Corporate Social Responsibility, Internal Communication, CEO Positioning, Corporate Profiling, and
Crisis Communication. This year, he examines the impact of software development methods on society
and politics as a Fellow at the Weatherhead Center for International Affairs at Harvard University in
Boston.
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Inez Freiin von Weitershausen

Research Fellow | MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dr. Inez von Weitershausen is a Research Fellow at the Industrial Performance Center of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). She holds a PhD in International Relations from the
London School of Economics and Political Science, a Masters in Law and Business from Bucerius
Law school & WHU Otto Beisheim School of Management, and a degree in Politics, History and Area
Studies from the University of Bonn, Germany. She also attended Sciences Po Paris and Kalamazoo
College, MA. Her work focuses on the prerequisites for, dynamics of and impediments to cooperation
and has spanned across a wide range of areas. At MIT, she focuses on cooperation in the realm of higher
education, and explores how universities, companies and the public sector interact, both in Germany
and the United States, as they head towards the ‚digital economy‘.

Dipayan Ghosh

Pozen Fellow | Harvard Kennedy School
Dipayan Ghosh is Joan Shorenstein Fellow at the Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public
Policy at the Harvard Kennedy School, where he works on digital privacy, artificial intelligence, and civil
rights. Ghosh previously worked on global privacy and public policy issues at Facebook, where he led
strategic efforts to address privacy and security. Prior, Ghosh was a technology and economic policy
advisor in the Obama White House. He served across the Office of Science & Technology Policy and
the National Economic Council, where he worked on issues concerning big data’s impact on consumer
privacy and the digital economy. Ghosh received a PhD in electrical engineering & computer science
at Cornell University.

Alexander Görlach

Senior Fellow | Carnegie Council for Ethics in International Affairs
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Alexander Görlach served as visiting scholar at both Harvard Center for European Studies and
Harvard Divinity School, before joining the “in Defense of Democracy”-program of the F. D.
Roosevelt Foundation at Adams House at Harvard College as affiliate professor. Today he is
an advisor to this foundation. Görlach is further a senior research associate to the Institute on
Religion and International Studies at the University of Cambridge in the UK, a senior fellow to
the Carnegie Council for International Affairs and a senior advisor to the Berggruen Institute.
Alexander serves further as honorary professor for ethics and theology at Leuphana University in
Lüneburg, Germany. He holds PhDs in comparative religion and linguistics. He is the founder of the
debate-magazine The European that he also ran as its editor in chief from 2009 until 2015. Today
he is an op-ed contributor to the Neu York Times and publishes www.saveliberaldemocracy.com.

SPEAKERS
Nikhil Goyal

PhD Candidate | University of Cambridge
Nikhil Goyal is the author of Schools on Trial: How Freedom and Creativity Can Fix Our Educational
Malpractice (Doubleday/Random House, 2016) and PhD candidate in Sociology of Education at the
University of Cambridge. He has appeared on MSNBC and FOX and written for the New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, TIME, VICE, The Nation, and other publications. Goyal has testified before the New
York State Education Reform Commission and had speaking engagements with the Clinton Global
Initiative University, Google, Yale, Stanford, Los Angeles Times Festival of Books, LEGO Foundation,
among others. In 2013, he was named to the Forbes 30 Under 30 list. He is also a recipient of the 2013
Freedom Flame Award. He serves on the board of The National Center for Fair & Open Testing (FairTest)
Goyal holds a Master of Philosophy (M.Phil) in Education degree from the University of Cambridge. He
lives in New York.

Emily Haber

German Ambassador to the US
Dr. Emily Haber was appointed the German Ambassador to the United States in June 2018. Prior
to her appointment, she served in the German Federal Ministry of the Interior as State Secretary
overseeing security and migration at the height of the refugee crisis in Europe. In this role, she worked
closely with the U.S. administration on topics ranging from the fight against international terrorism
to global cyberattacks and cybersecurity. She was the first woman appointed to the Foreign Office
positions of Political Director (2009) and State Secretary (2011), and has served in multiple positions
and countries. She has extensive knowledge of the Soviet Union and Russia, having worked both
in the Soviet Union Division at the German Foreign Office and in the German Embassy in Moscow.
Haber holds a PhD from Cologne University, where her dissertation focused on German foreign policy
during the Morocco crisis on the eve of World War I.

Metin Hakverdi

Member of the German Parliament, SPD
Metin Hakverdi is a Member of the German Bundestag since 2013 for the SPD. There he serves as a
member of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Consumer Protection, the Finance Committee and
the Parliamentary Panel on Financial-Market Stabilization. In 1988 he obtained his Abitur (highereducation entrance qualification) in Kirchdorf/Wilhelmsburg and a high school diploma in 1986 at Simi
Valley High School, California. In 1994 he completed his first state examination in law at the University
of Kiel and passed his second state examination in 1999 after his mandatory practical legal training at
the higher regional court of Oldenburg. Additionally, he studied at the Indiana University Maurer School
of Law. In 2000 he was licensed to practice as a lawyer. After joining the SPD he became a member of
the Hamburg Parliament. Further, he served on the investigation committee for the Elbphilharmonie
in Hamburg.
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Stephan Harbarth

Member of the German Parliament, CDU
Stephan Harbarth is Member of the German Bundestag. He served as spokesperson for the CDU/CSU
parliamentary group in the Committee on Legal Affairs and Consumer Protection from 2014 to 2016.
Since 2016, he serves as deputy chairman of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group responsible for the
areas of legal affairs and consumer protection, internal affairs, sport and voluntary work, expellees,
repatriates, and German minorities. He studied law at the University of Heidelberg, where he obtained
his doctorate (Dr. iur.) in 1998. Stephan Harbarth studied law at Yale Law School, where he obtained a
Master of Laws (LL.M.) in 2000. He was admitted to practice as a lawyer in 2000 and became a partner
at Shearman & Sterling LLP in 2006. He is member of the executive committee of SZA Schilling, Zutt &
Anschütz since May 2008. Since 2004, Stephan Harbarth teaches law at the University of Heidelberg
and became honorary professor in 2018. He is a member of the CDU executive committee since 2016.

Alicia Harley

Postdoctoral Research Fellow | Harvard Kennedy School
Alicia Harley, is a Post-doctoral Research Fellow in the Sustainability Science Program at Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government. Alicia obtained her PhD in Public Policy from Harvard Kennedy School
of Government (’18). Alicia studies how institutions (rules, norms, culture, and beliefs) shape socialenvironmental-systems (SES) and how the institutions structuring SES interactions can be reoriented
to meet sustainable development goals. Her empirical research focuses on agriculture and food
systems. She has projects on agriculture practices, water delivery technologies, and rural energy. As
part of her fellowship in the Sustainability Science Program, she is working on a theory-driven project
on transitions to sustainability, bridging SES and socio-technical systems literatures. Alicia spent some
time in Überlingen at the Freie Waldorfschule am Bodensee, where she picked up a southern accent
and discovered that German students get a week off of school for “Fasching”.

Manuel Hartung

Head of CHANCEN Section | DIE ZEIT
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Manuel J. Hartung has been serving as Head of DIE ZEIT’s CHANCEN section, covering education,
science, and career development since July 2015. He is also editor-publisher of DIE ZEIT’s bi-monthly
university magazine ZEIT CAMPUS and DIE ZEIT’s annual magazine ZEIT GERMANY, which serves
an English-speaking audience of students, scholars, and scientists. From 2011 to 2015, he served as
managing director of TEMPUS CORPORATE, the content marketing unit of ZEIT Publishing Group.
He is member of the board of trustees of Bucerius Law School and the advisory board of Common
Purpose Deutschland. Manuel published six books, most recently „Ressource Begabung – Wie kann
Deutschland sein Potenzial besser nutzen?“ co-edited with the neuroscientist Gerhard Roth. He holds
a Master’s in history from Bonn University, and an MPA from Harvard Kennedy School. He held the
McCloy Academic Scholarship and was one of the organizers of the German Conference at Harvard in
2010.
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Christoph Heusgen

Permanent Representative of Germany | United Nations
Christoph Heusgen is the Permanent Representative of Germany to the UN. Prior, Mr. Heusgen
served as the Foreign Policy and Security Advisor to Chancellor Angela Merkel from 2005 to 2017. He
previously was Director and Head of the Policy Unit for High Representative Javier Solana from 1999
to 2005. His first appointment in the foreign service brought him to the German Consulate in Chicago
before joining the German Embassy in Paris. Throughout his career Mr. Heusgen served in various
capacities at the Foreign Office in Bonn, including Deputy Director-General for European Affairs, Head
of Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel’s Private Office in charge of European Affairs, as well as Deputy Head
of the special section in charge of negotiations on the Treaty of Maastricht. Mr. Heusgen is a graduate
of the University of Saint Gallen, and Georgia South College (USA). He earned a post-graduate degree
from the University of Saint Gallen (1980).

Felix Hufeld

President | German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin)
Felix Hufeld is President of the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin). Previously
he was Chief Executive Director Insurance Supervision at BaFin. Before he was Partner at Westlake
Partners. From 2001 to 2010 he served as Chief Executive Officer of Marsh Germany, Austria, and
Northern Europe of Marsh & Mclennan Companies Inc. Prior to joining the insurance sector, Felix
Hufeld worked at Dresdner Bank as their Global Head Group Corporate Development and at The Boston
Consulting Group (BCG). Felix Hufeld is member of the Supervisory Board of the Single Supervisory
Mechanism (SSM) of the European Central Bank (ECB) and of the Group of Governors and Heads of
Supervision (GHOS), the oversight body of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), as
well as of the Global Financial Stability Board (FSB). He studied law in Freiburg and received a Master
in Public Administration at Harvard University.

Michael Ilgner

Chairman of the Management Board | Stiftung Deutsche Sporthilfe
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Dr. Michael Ilgner is the Chairman of the Management Board of the German Sports Aid Foundation,
and is a leading figure in the development of professional sports in Germany. Over the course of the
structural reform of the foundation, he has been working as full-time Chief Executive Officer since
April 1, 2010. Dr. Ilgner was a member of the German national waterpolo team between 1990 and
1997, which won a bronze medal at the European Championships in 1995 and participated in the 1996
Olympics. Between 2003-2006 he served on the Executive Board of the international strategy and
technology consultancy Booz Allen Hamilton. He received the official Sport Award of the Bavarian
Minister President in 2003. In 2013, he was also honored with the HORIZONT Sports Business Award
in the category „Manager of the Year.“ In 2016, he was officially inducted into the Sponsorship Hall of
Fame by the Association for Sponsoring Agencies and Service Providers (FASPO). Dr. Ilgner holds PhD
in business economics.

SPEAKERS
Noshad Irshad

Co-Founder | Council of the German American Conference at Harvard e.V.
Noshad Irshad was co-chair of the German American Conference at Harvard in 2015. He is also cofounder of the GAC alumni & support association “Council of the German American Conference at
Harvard e.V.”, which he founded together with some fellow GAC team members in 2016 in Berlin.
Noshad studied Behavioral Economics at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
(Department of Psychology), and was ERP Fellow of the German National Academic Foundation. He
concurrently pursued his M.A. in Climate and Society – with a particular focus on Energy Policy – at
Columbia University. Noshad holds a B.Sc. in International Management with a minor in European Union
Policies from the ESB Business School in Germany. Prior to his studies in the United States, Noshad
worked mostly in the field of renewables and green mobility. Since 2017, Noshad works as a Consultant
at the Berlin Office of the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) with a particular focus on digitalization.

Jonathan Jackson

Co-Founder | Blavity
Jonathan Jackson is a 2019 Nieman Fellow at Harvard University, where his research focuses on black
cultural influence and its effect on the marketing and advertising industry.His most recent adventure
was building Blavity Inc., which focuses on growing and giving Black millennials the tools, resources,
and experiences that encapsulate who they are and what they are capable of becoming. As Head of
Corporate Brand, he spent time building long-term partnerships and relationships with major brands,
agencies, and organizations.Before Blavity, he worked in high growth roles at LinkedIn, where he most
recently oversaw the Influencer Program, which connected 500 of the foremost thought leaders in the
world with the 580M members on the platform.Outside of work Jonathan Jackson is often ghostwriting,
consulting, speaking, and advising senior business leaders, brands, and startups on content, digital
strategy, and partnership development.

Simon Jäger

Silverman (1968) Family Career Development Assistant Professor of Economics |
MIT - Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Simon Jäger is the Silverman (1968) Family Career Development Assistant Professor in the Department
of Economics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He conducts research in labor, public, and
behavioral economics. He graduated with a PhD in economics from Harvard University after studying
economics at the University of Bonn and at the University of California, Berkeley. His work combines
experimental and quasi-experimental methods with large, administrative datasets to shed light on
the functioning of labor markets and the origins and consequences of inequality. His dissertation was
awarded the W.E. Upjohn Institute Dissertation Award‘s First Prize and Harvard University‘s David A.
Wells Prize for the best dissertation in economics. He holds research affiliations with CESifo Munich as
well as the Institute of Labor Economics and the Institute on Behavior and Inequality in Bonn and is a
Faculty Research Fellow at the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER).
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Prof. Dr. Reinhard Jahn

Director | Department of Neurobiology at the Max-Planck Institute for Biophysical
Chemistry
Reinhard Jahn is Director of the Department of Neurobiology at the Max-Planck Institute for Biophysical

Chemistry in Göttingen, and an Adjunct Professor of the University of Göttingen. Prof. Jahn leads a
research team dealing with the molecular mechanisms of synaptic transmission. He has served on
numerous editorial boards, advisory boards and review committees dealing and has been active in
bodies dealing with reforms aimed at improving the career perspectives of junior scientists. Reinhard
Jahn holds a doctorate in biology and chemistry at the Universities of Freiburg and Göttingen. From
1991 he was Associate/Full Professor at Yale University and Investigator at the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute. In 1997 he became Director at the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry. He received
several awards including the Leibniz-Prize, the Ernst Jung Prize for Medicine, the Sir Bernhard Katz
Award, the Heinrich Wieland Prize and the Balzan Prize.

Anula Jayasuriya

Founder & Managing Director | EXXclaim Capital
Anula Jayasuriya is a private equity executive and venture capitalist. She founded EXXclaim Capital,
an early stage venture fund focused on catalyzing innovation, entrepreneurship and investment in
Women’s Health. Anula co-founded the “Evolvence India Life Science Fund”, the first fund in India to
focus on health care and invest in Indian pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device and contract
services companies. She was a partner with Skyline Ventures in Palo Alto, and with the German/US
venture capital firm TVM, in San Francisco. Her prior positions include VP Business Development at
Genomics Collaborative Inc., and Vice President, Global Drug Development at Hoffman-La Roche for
opportunistic infections in AIDS and Transplantation. Anula received a BA from Harvard, and an MD and
PhD in Microbiology and Molecular Genetics from Harvard Medical School and an MBA from Harvard
Business School, as well as a M. Phil. in pharmacology from the University of Cambridge, in England.

Josef Joffe

Publisher/Editor | DIE ZEIT
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Josef Joffe is editor of the German weekly DIE ZEIT. Previously he was columnist and editorial page
editor of Süddeutsche Zeitung (1985-2000). Abroad, his essays and reviews have appeared in: Foreign
Affairs, Foreign Policy, The American Interest, New York Review of Books, New York Times Book Review,
Commentary, New York Times Magazine, New Republic, Guardian, Wall Street Journal, Prospect
(London), Commentaire (Paris). He is co-founder and executive committee member of The American
Interest. Since 2007, he is Senior Fellow of Stanford’s Institute for International Studies. A Consulting
Professor of political science at Stanford since 2004, he is also Distinguished Fellow of the University’s
Hoover Institution. He has taught at Harvard, Johns Hopkins and the University of Munich. His most
recent books are The Myth of America’s Decline (2014), Überpower: America’s Imperial Temptation
(2006). He obtained his PhD in Government in 1975 from Harvard University.

SPEAKERS
Tilo Jung

Editor-in-Chief | Jung & Naiv
Tilo Jung (*1985) is a German journalist and „free editor-in-chief“ of the political program Jung & Naiv.
Jung is a member of the German press corps and has been publishing more than 400 interviews with
politicians, experts, soldiers, journalists etc. for more than five years. Jung and his team also cover the
German version of the White House press briefings. J&N is the only German medium that makes the
tri-weekly available to the public on Youtube & as podcasts. Jung is also co-host of one of the most
successful podcasts in Germany („Aufwachen Podcast“) that covers and dissects the nightly news
programs of German public TV. Jung & his shows have more than 500k followers online.

Karl Kaiser

Senior Associate, Project on Europe and the Transatlantic Relationship | Harvard
University
Karl Kaiser was educated at the Universities of Cologne, Grenoble, and Oxford and taught at the

Universities of Bonn, Johns Hopkins (Bologna), Saarbruecken, Cologne, the Hebrew University, and
Harvard‘s Departments of Government and Social Studies and the Kennedy School after his return to
Harvard in 2003. He founded the Program on Transatlantic Relations at the Weatherhead Center for
International Affairs, which now continues as Project on Europe and the Transatlantic Relationship at
the Belfer Center of the Kennedy School, where he is now a Senior Associate. He served as Director of
the German Council on Foreign Relations, Bonn and Berlin and as advisor to Chancellors Brandt and
Schmidt. He is a recipient of the Atlantic Award of NATO and of an Honorary Doctorate of the Russian
Academy of Sciences. He is the author or editor of numerous articles and books in the fields of world
affairs and European politics.

Ola Källenius

Member of the Board of Management | Daimler AG
Ola Källenius has been a member of the Board of Management of Daimler AG since 2015. Since
2017, he is responsible for Group Research & Mercedes-Benz Cars Development. Mr. Källenius
was born on June 11, 1969, in Västervik (Sweden). After attending school and obtaining Abitur
(university entrance examination) at Grammar School of Danderyd (Sweden), and attained his
master’s degrees in “International Management” at the Stockholm School of Economics, as well
as “Finance and Accounting” at the University of St. Gallen in Switzerland. He joined the then
Daimler-Benz AG as Trainee within the International Management Associate Program in 1993.
In September 2018 Daimler AG announced that Ola Källenius will be the next CEO of Daimler AG and
head of Mercedes-Benz Cars.
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Horst Kayser

Chief Strategy Officer | Siemens
Horst J. Kayser is Chief Strategy Officer at Siemens. In his capacity as head of Corporate Development,
he is responsible for the development of strategy at Siemens and reports to the Member of the Managing
Board Dr. Roland Busch. Horst J. Kayser began his career in 1989 at McKinsey & Company. He moved
to Siemens Management Consulting in 1995 and became Managing Partner in 1998. Afterwards he held
management positions in various areas and countries, e.g. as President Siemens Industrial Automation
Systems and CEO of Siemens Ltd. Seoul, South Korea. In 2008 Dr. Kayser became President and CEO
of KUKA AG, in 2010 CEO of 3W Power. Dr. Kayser holds a degree as Diplom-Wirtschaftsingenieur
(Electrical engineering / Business administration) from the Technical University of Darmstadt, Germany
and a Master of Public Administration from the John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University. He received his doctorate in business administration at the University of Mannheim.

Dieter Kempf

President | Federation of German Industries (BDI)

Christian Ketels

Dieter Kempf studied business administration from 1973 to 1978 in Munich and worked at Arthur &
Young (now Ernst & Young) from 1978 to 1991, becoming a partner in 1989. He then joined Datev in
Nuremberg in 1991 as a Board Member, responsible for product and software development. From 1992
onwards, he served as Deputy Chairman of the Board. In 1996, he became Chairman, a position he held
until March 2016. During Kempf’s time at Datev, the company grew to one of Europe’s largest IT service
providers.
From 2011 to 2015, Kempf served as President of BDI’s member association Bitkom (Federal Association
for Information Technology, Telecommunications and New Media). During this time, he was also Vice
President of the BDI. He was unanimously elected President of BDI as of January 2017. Additionally,
he serves on various supervisory boards and advisory boards. He was made honorary professor of
Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-Nürnberg in 2005.

Chief Economist | BCG Henderson Institute Stockholm
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Christian Ketels is the Chief Economist of The Boston Consulting Group and leads the Center for
Macroeconomics at the BCG Henderson Institute. His research focuses on the impact of structural
changes in the global economy on business, the role of location for business success, the future nature
of public-private collaboration, and growth strategies for locations. Christian has been a member of
Harvard Business School for 17 years, where he led the research team at Michael Porter’s Institute for
Strategy and Competitiveness and now serves as a HBS Visiting Executive. Earlier, he was a Visiting
Professor at the NUS Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy in Singapore. Throughout his career,
Christian has advised international organizations such as the World Bank, the European Commission,
and the Nordic Investment Bank. He holds a PhD in Economics from the London School of Economics
and further degrees from the Kiel Institute for World Economics and Cologne University.

SPEAKERS
Nicolas Kopp
CEO | N26 USA

Nicolas Kopp is the U.S. CEO of N26 in New York. He is responsible for bringing N26’s mobile-first
banking app to the US market. As one of the firm’s early employees, Nic joined N26 in 2015 as Head of
Business Development and Operations. In this role, he built the team from the ground up, established
the firm’s partnership with TransferWise, and was instrumental in developing the premier N26 Black
account. Previously, he spent five years in London and Hong Kong in investment banking at Morgan
Stanley. As one of Europe‘s fastest growing banks in Europe, N26 has redesigned the retail banking
experience. N26 partners with the most innovative fintechs and traditional financial services companies
to offer its customers world-class products, such as TransferWise (foreign exchange), Raisin (savings),
Clark and Allianz (insurance), Auxmoney (credit), and others. It currently has more than 850,000
customers across 17 European markets with plans to expand into the US and UK in 2018.

Denice Kronau

Author and Speaker
Denice Kronau retired in May 2014 as the chief diversity officer for Siemens AG, (Berlin and Munich)
to pursue her full-time writing and speaking career. Prior to this Kronau has held several senior
executive leadership roles within Siemens, such as the chief financial officer of Siemens Healthcare
Diagnostics, chief financial officer of Siemens USA and CEO of Global Shared Services. Her 32-year
career has combined extensive shared services experience with senior leadership positions in Finance,
IT, and Internal Audit not only for Siemens but also for companies such as Diageo PLC, Kraft Foods
International, and Phillip Morris—both in the United States and in Europe. Kronau grew up in upstate
New York and has lived and worked outside of the US for twenty-five years.

Volker Kutscher
Author

Volker Kutscher is a German author. He studied German, Philosophy and History, and worked as a
newspaper editor prior to writing his first detective novel. Babylon Berlin, the start of an award-winning
series of novels to feature Gereon Rath and his exploits in late Weimar Republic Berlin, was an instant
hit in Germany. Since then, a further five titles have appeared, most recently Lunapark in 2016. The
series was awarded the Berlin Krimi-Fuchs Crime Writers Prize in 2011 and has sold over one million
copies worldwide.
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Sonja Lahnstein-Kandel

Founder | step21 - initiative for tolerance and responsibility

Jörg Landsch

Sonja Lahnstein-Kandel is a promoter of civic rights, tolerance and understanding in Germany, of
German-Israeli relations and a friend of Israel devoting her effort to co-existence between Jews and
Arabs. She has been a significant supporter and partner of the University of Haifa for more than 20
years. She studied economics and embarked upon an international career at the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank. She held positions such as Regional Manager of the German Development
Corporation; Director of the Draeger Foundation for international economic and development policy
and served as pro bono Commissioner for Tolerance for the Bertelsmann Corporation. She founded
step21, a non-profit initiative for tolerance and understanding providing innovative educational
programs in the area of social and media competence for youth in schools and free project work,
using modern media pedagogies. In 2001 she received the Federal Cross of Merit of Germany from the
Federal President.

Head Innovation Labs Americas | Deutsche Bank
Jörg Landsch is the Head of Deutsche Bank Innovation Labs Americas with presences in New York and
Silicon Valley. Since joining Deutsche Bank in 2001, he has held a number of business and strategic
roles across Corporate & Investment Banking, business development as well as corporate M&A and
worked for the bank in Frankfurt, Hanoi, London, and New York. Most recently, Joerg supported the
bank’s digital transformation through his Regional Management responsibilities. Joerg is also an active
startup mentor.

Marika Lulay

CEO | GFT Technologies SE
Since June 2017 Marika Lulay is Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director of GFT Technologies
SE. She was a Member of the Board at GFT Technologies AG from July 2002 to August 2015 and since
August 2015 she is a Member of the Administrative Board at GFT Technologies SE. In her former role as
Chief Operating Officer she assumed responsibility for the GFT core business and the key operational
areas for 15 years.
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Suzanne Maloney

Deputy Director - Foreign Policy | Brookings Insitution
Suzanne Maloney is deputy director of the Foreign Policy program at Brookings Institution and senior
fellow in the Brookings Center for Middle East Policy and Energy Security and Climate Initiative,
where her research focuses on Iran and Persian Gulf energy. Her books include „Iran‘s Long Reach“
(United States Institute of Peace, 2008) as well as „Iran‘s Political Economy since the Revolution,“
(2015, Cambridge University Press). Her Essay, „Iran Surprises Itself And The World,“ was released in
September 2013. She has also published articles in a variety of journals. Maloney previously served
as an external advisor to State Department officials on Iran. Before joining Brookings, she served on
the secretary of state‘s policy planning staff, as Middle East advisor for ExxonMobil Corporation, and
director of the 2004 Council on Foreign Relations Task Force on U.S. policy toward Iran, She holds a
doctorate from the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University.

Julia Manske

Innovation Lead | UNICEF
Julia Manske is a freelance consultant focused on data and digital innovation, currently based in Mexico
City. As a policy researcher Julia has prepared a number of publications in the field of data governance,
data protection, digital rights and ICT for development. She also gives trainings on integrating privacy
in the design of digital projects. Julia is a research associate with the Data-Pop Alliance, a global policy
fellow of the ITS in Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, and an independent evaluator of the Horizon2020 program
of the European Union. Until recently she has been a advisor to UNICEF Mexico supporting the office
in integrating innovation and technology into their programs. Previously, Julia worked for the Berlinbased Think Tank Stiftung Neue Verantwortung developing policy recommendations and advocacy
strategies around public service innovation, data governance and data protection and as well as for
Vodafone, coordinating a EU-wide stakeholder dialogue on big data ethics.

Cynthia McClintock

Professor of Political Science and International Affairs | George Washington
University
Cynthia McClintock is Professor of Political Science and International Affairs at George Washington

University. She is the author of Peasant Cooperatives and Political Change in Peru (Princeton University
Press, 1981) and Revolutionary Movements in Latin America: El Salvador’s FMLN and Peru’s Shining
Path (U.S. Institute of Peace, 1998) and the co-author of The United States and Peru: Cooperation at
a Cost (Routledge, 2003). Her most recent book, Electoral Rules and Democracy in Latin America,
was published in 2018 by Oxford University Press. Her articles have appeared in Foreign Affairs,
World Politics, Comparative Politics, and the Journal of Democracy, among many other journals. A
past President of the Latin American Studies Association, she has taught at the Catholic University in
Peru, appeared on major U.S. and Peruvian news programs, and testified before the Subcommittee on
Western Hemisphere Affairs of the U.S. House of Representatives.
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Nicole Menzenbach

Consul General of Germany | German Consulate Boston
Nicole Menzenbach is the Consul General of Germany to New England. From 2014-2017, she served at
the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Berlin as the Head of Division for Higher Education, Science
and Academic Relations Policy, and from 2012-2014 as a Senior Advisor for Afghanistan Multilateral
Affairs on the Task Force Afghanistan and Pakistan. Her various roles within the Federal Ministry of
Foreign Affairs have stationed her in Lisbon, Portugal and New Delhi, India. She began her professional
career working as an advisora for Joschka Fischer, first in his role as a Member of Parliament of the
Federal Republic of Germany, and then as his Senior Advisor, in his role as Minister of Foreign Affairs.
She was a Fellow at Harvard’s Weatherhead Center for International Affairs from 2017-2018.

Can Merey

Chief of Bureau North America | dpa
Can Merey was born in 1972 in Frankfurt am Main to a Turkish father and a German mother. He spent
some of his school years in Teheran, Singapore, and Cairo. Having studied social work, he first worked in
this field in Aachen. Can joined the German Press Agency dpa in 1999. After a traineeship he worked as
political correspondent in Berlin. 2003-2013, Can was dpa‘s South Asia Bureau Chief in Delhi, covering
mostly Afghanistan. In 2013, he moved to Istanbul and became dpa‘s Middle East Bureau Chief. Since
July 2018, he is dpa‘s North America Bureau Chief, based in Washington, D.C.. Can is the author of the
book „The Afghan Plight - Why the West is on the Verge of Failing at the Hindukush“, (Wiley, 2008).
This spring, the German publishing house Blessing - published his book „The Eternal Guest - How my
Turkish Father Tried to Become German“.

Ronita Mondal

Senior Incentive Lead | Google Strategy Team
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Ronita Mondal was born and raised in Germany as a daughter of Indian immigrants. Their journey shaped
Ronita’s view of the world. Two years ago, she relocated to Silicon Valley to join Google’s strategy team.
In the past 2 years she has learned about the common challenges and individual solutions leveraged
by German and US societies when navigating the D&I discourse. Ronita leads incentive projects that
aim to drive ethical behavior. She is driving D&I initiatives to foster systemic change for a more diverse
talent pool and a fully inclusive environment. In this context, she is building a systems change practice
within Google to ensure that cutting edge AI research evolves in ethical ways, and is beneficial to
everyone. She is a mentor at Scholarmatch.org and Minds Matter SF, where she focuses on making
college education accessible for underserved communities. She holds a Masters in Marketing focusing
on ethics at the University of St Andrews and is a Zonta Fellow.
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Seyed Hossein Mousavian

Middle East Security and Nuclear Policy Specialist | Princeton University
Seyed Hossein Mousavian, is a Middle East Security and Nuclear Policy Specialist at Princeton
University’s Woodrow Wilson School. A former diplomat, he served as Iran’s Ambassador to Germany
(1990-1997), head of the Foreign Relations Committee of Iran’s National Security Council (19972005), spokesman for Iran’s nuclear negotiators (2003-5) and Vice President of Iran’s Center
for Strategic Research (2005-8). He has taught at Tehran University, Islamic Azad University
and Princeton University. He holds a PhD (2002) in International Relations from the University
of Kent, UK. He is currently doing research on security structure in Persian Gulf, Iran’s nuclear
deal, crisis in the Middle East, Iran-US relations and the elimination of WMDs in the Middle East.
His publications include, The Iranian Nuclear Crisis: A Memoir, Carnegie Endowment (2012) and Iran
and the United States: An Insider’s view on the Failed Past and the Road to Peace, Bloomsbury (2014).

Michelle Müntefering

Minister of State for International Cultural Policy | Federal Foreign Office
Michelle Müntefering currently serves as Minister of State for International Cultural Policy
at the Federal Foreign Office in the fourth government of Chancellor Angela Merkel. She has
been member of the German Budenstag since 2013 and served as spokesperson of the SPD
parliamentary group on cultural relations and education policy. Previously, she completed a research
assistantship in the German Bundestag and a traineeship at Vorwärts Verlagsgesellschaft Berlin.
Further, Mrs. Müntefering was as a member of the Herne City Council between 2004 and
2013 and serves as deputy chair of the SPD in Herne since 2002. In her home state North
Rhine-Westphalia she was member of the SPD Executive Committee from 2004 to 2014.
She holds a degree in journalism (BA) and completed a vocational training as kindergarten teacher.

Stefan Thomke

William Barclay Harding Professor of Business Administration | Harvard Business
School.
Since joining the Harvard faculty in 1995, Professor Thomke has taught and chaired numerous MBA
and executive courses on innovation management, R&D strategy, product & service development,
and operations, both at Harvard Business School and in company programs around the world. He has
worked with global firms on product, process, and technology development, operational improvement,
organizational change, and strategy.
Professor Thomke grew up in Calw, Germany. He holds Bachelor and Masters degrees in Electrical
Engineering, Masters degrees in Operations Research and Management, and a Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering and Management from MIT where he was awarded a Lemelson-MIT doctoral fellowship.
Prof. Thomke was also awarded honorary degrees from HHL Leipzig and Harvard. Prior to joining
Harvard, he worked in electronics and semiconductor manufacturing and with McKinsey & Company.
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Dirk Nowitzki (Video Greetings)
NBA player | Dallas Mavericks

Dirk Nowitzki is synonymous with the Mavericks franchise. He has appeared in more than half of the
Mavs’ seasons and scored nearly 10 percent of their all-time points, and he’s now the only player to
play 21 seasons for one team. In 2017, the German became the first foreign-born player, and just the
sixth ever, to score 30,000 career points. He was already the first European to win regular season MVP
honors and the highest-scoring foreign-born player ever. Dirk might be older, but his game has aged
about as gracefully as you could imagine. In season 20 he shot better than 40 percent from beyond
the arc for just the fifth time in his career. More than two decades into his career, Nowitzki continues
to amaze us all.

Demetri G. Papademetriou

Migration Policy Institute | Distinguished Transatlantic Fellow
Demetrios G. Papademetriou is Distinguished Transatlantic Fellow and Convener of the Transatlantic
Council on Migration, a signature initiative of the Migration Policy Institute (MPI) that brings together
senior officials and prominent experts to discuss critical migration matters. He co-founded the
Washington-based MPI, where he served as President from 2002 to 2014, and founded and served as
President of the Brussels-based MPI Europe until 2017. Dr. Papademetriou has published more than
270 books, monographs, articles and research reports on migration and related issues, advises senior
government officials, foundations, and civil society organizations in dozens of countries and is cofounder and Chair Emeritus of Metropolis. He also convened the Regional (North American) Migration
Study Group from 2011-2014 and has chaired the World Economic Forum’s Migration Council, the
OECD’s Migration Group, and the Open Society Foundations’ International Migration Initiative.

Andreas Paulus

Justice | German Constitutional Court
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Prof. Dr. Andreas L. Paulus holds the Chair of Public and International Law at the Georg-AugustUniversity Göttingen and is a Justice of the First Senate of the German Federal Constitutional Court.
In 2003/04, he was a visiting assistant professor at the University of Michigan Law School. From
1999-2006, he was assistant professor at the Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich, where he
received his doctoral degree (2000) and also concluded his habilitation (2006). In 1996/7 he was a
visiting researcher at Harvard Law School. Furthermore, Paulus co-initiated the Goettingen Journal of
International Law and joined its Advisory Board in 2009. He serves on Advisory Boards for the Minerva
Center for Human Rights, the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law
and the Scientific Advisory Committee of PluriCourts. He is a member of the Max Planck Institute for
Innovation and Competition‘s board of trustees and the Council of the German Society of International
Law.
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Frederic Pivetta
Co-Founder and Managing Partner | Dalberg Data Insights
Frederic Pivetta is Managing Partner of Dalberg Data Insights. Previously, he was part of the
founding team of Real Impact Analytics since 2011, aiming at developing Big Data apps for
telecom operators mostly in emerging economies, counting more than 140 staff and 4 offices.
He has held several leading positions as member of the Board or the Executive Committee, such
as CCO. He founded Data-for-Good@Real Impact Analytics which had the objective of leveraging
access to telecom data to offer insights on social issues. Previously, Frederic was senior manager
at McKinsey & Company. Later, he took the position of Chief Strategy Officer leading a growth
strategy in the context of a turn-around and privatization of a state-owned company in Belgium.
Frederic graduated from Harvard University and Brussels University.

Dani Poole

Lead Researcher, Signal Program on Human Security & Technology | Harvard Humanitarian
Initiative
Dani Poole is a third-year doctoral student in the Department of Global Health and Population at the

Harvard University T.H. Chan School of Public Health. Her academic and research interests are broadly
in the subfields of humanitarian response, human rights, and econometrics, and cross-cutting issues
such as gender equality. She is particularly interested in the health impacts of humanitarian action,
violence prevention, and human rights-based approaches to population health. Dani works at the Signal
Program on Human Security and Technology at the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative on evaluating the
use and effectiveness of information communication technologies in emergencies and disasters. Her
current work includes a survey study of the role of mobile phones in migration in the current European
migration crisis. Dani also works on assessing trends in exposure to violence in South Africa over the
past decade and analyzing the intersection of violence and the HIV epidemic.

Jeff Rathke

President | American Institute for Contemporary German Studies at Johns Hopkins
University
Jeff Rathke is President of the American Institute for contemporary German Studies at Johns

Hopkins University. Mr. Rathke previously was a senior fellow at CSIS, where his work focused
on transatlantic relations and U.S. security and defense policy. He joined CSIS in 2015 after
a 24-year career at the State Department. Mr. Rathke was director of the State Department
Press Office from 2014 to 2015, briefing the State Department press corps and managing the
Department’s engagement with U.S. media. He served in Brussels as deputy director of the
NATO Secretary General’s private office and in Berlin as minister-counselor for political affairs
at the U.S. Embassy, in addition to assignments in Moscow, Riga, Kuala Lumpur, and Dublin.
Jeff has been awarded national honors by Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, as well as several State
Department awards. He holds an M.P.P. degree from Princeton University and B.A. and B.S. degrees
from Cornell University. He speaks German, Russian, and Latvian.
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Thomas Reichert

Chair of the Practice Areas, Global Leader Digital and Analytics | The Boston Consulting Group
Thomas (“Tom“) Reichert is currently Chairman Global Practices and Global Leader of Digital

Dietmar Rieg

and Analytics and a Senior Partner and Managing Director in the New York office of The Boston
Consulting Group and has previously been part of BCG‘s teams in Munich and in Sydney.
Prior to his current role, Tom served as Chair of North America from 2013-2017. In that role, Tom
oversaw 19 offices in the United States, Canada, and Mexico. During his tenure, the North America
business nearly doubled to $1.9B. In addition to serving on the firm‘s Executive and Operating
Committees, he chairs the board of BCG Digital Ventures. Before joining BCG, he worked as acting
CIO at BT Financial Australia/New Zealand and was a relationship manager for small to medium-sized
companies for Dresdner Bank AG in Germany. He earned an MBA from Indiana University and a PhD in
economics from the University of Bayreuth, Germany. A citizen of Germany and Australia, he is married
with three children.

President & CEO | German American Chamber of Commerce NY
Mr. Rieg has served as President and CEO of the German American Chamber of Commerce (GACC) in
New York since July 2013.
Prior to joining the GACC New York, Mr. Rieg held various banking positions for Bayern LB starting in
1991. Since 1993, he served in multiple senior roles in Corporate Banking and Project Finance in New
York. From 2006 to 2008, he re-located to the bank’s headquarters in Munich, where he was responsible
for the corporate banking business in multiple industries, including energy, manufacturing, and
telecommunications. He returned to New York in mid-2008 to take the position of General Manager of
Bayern LB’s Branch office which he held until June 2013.
Mr. Rieg is an economist with a degree from the University of Tuebingen, Germany and holds an M.B.A.
from the Stern School of Business at New York University.

Victoria Rietig

Senior Fellow | German Council on Foreign Relations
Victoria Rietig is an expert on migration, asylum, and refugee issues, and Senior Fellow for Migration
at the German Council on Foreign Relations (DGAP). She has worked, among others, at the United
Nations in New York and at various think tanks in Washington, D.C., including at the Migration Policy
Institute (MPI), the Atlantic Council, and AICGS/Johns Hopkins University. Most recently, she advised
governments and foundations on both sides of the Atlantic as an independent migration expert,
including Germany’s development agency GIZ, the US Department of State, and the UK Foreign Office.
Ms. Rietig holds a Master in Public Policy (MPP) from Harvard University and an MA from Freie
Universität Berlin.
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Mathias Risse

Professor of Philosophy and Public Policy | Harvard Kennedy School
Mathias Risse is Professor of Philosophy and Public Policy at the John F. Kennedy School of Government
at Harvard University. His work primarily addresses questions of global justice ranging from human
rights, inequality, taxation, trade and immigration to climate change, obligations to future generations
and the future of technology. In addition to the Harvard Kennedy School, he teaches in Harvard College
and the Harvard Extension School, and he is affiliated with the Harvard philosophy department. Risse
is the author of On Global Justice and Global Political Philosophy, with two additional books scheduled
to appear in the near future. Risse serves as Acting Director of the Carr Center for Human Rights
Policy, Co-Director of Graduate Studies at the Edmond J Safra Center for Ethics, as well as Director
of the McCloy program. He has been a visiting professor at the National University of Singapore. New
York University Abu Dhabi and Leuphana University in Germany.

Eric Rosenbach
Co-Director, Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs | Harvard Kennedy
School

Eric Rosenbach is Co-Director of the Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center for Science and
International Affairs and a Kennedy School Public Policy Lecturer. Rosenbach previously served
as the Pentagon’s Chief of Staff (2015-17) and Assistant Secretary of Defense for Global Security,
responsible for leading all aspects of the Department’s cyber activities and other key areas of defense
policy. On Capitol Hill, Rosenbach served as national security advisor for then Senator Chuck Hagel.
In the private sector, he worked as the Chief Security Officer for a large European telecommunications
firm. He also led the cybersecurity practice of a global management consulting firm. Rosenbach
is a former Army intelligence officer and Commander of a telecommunications intelligence
unit. He has co-authored several books on national security. He was a Fulbright Scholar. He
has a JD from Georgetown, an MPP from Harvard and is a proud graduate of Davidson College.

Ginta Rubin

Managing Director | NRW.INVEST
Ginta R. Rubin is the Managing Director of NRW.INVEST (North America). NRW.INVEST is the economic
development agency of the German State of North Rhine-Westphalia. Born in 1978 in Vilnius, Lithuania,
Ms. Rubin studied Business at Columbia College, with a focus on International Business Marketing.
Before joining the Chicago office of NRW.INVEST in 2016, she has worked as Manager for Customer
Relations and Projects at IKEA, and as Manager of Projects and Events at the International Business
Council of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce.
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Daniel Scarnecchia

Research Coordinator—Standards and Ethics | Harvard Humanitarian Initiative
Daniel Scarnecchia is a Researcher at the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative’s Signal
Program on Human Security and Technology. There, he leads work on standards, ethics,
and governance of data and technology use in humanitarian response. He also studies
the effects of misinformation and disinformation on complex emergencies. In the private sector, Scarnecchia worked as a consultant in the life sciences, helping build multi-stakeholder research consortium for drug safety studies, using real world evidence.
Scarnecchia has a MPIA in Human Security from the University of Pittsburgh.

Juliane Schäuble

US Correspondent | Der Tagesspiegel
Juliane Schäuble is the correspondent for the Berlin-based newspaper “Der Tagesspiegel” in
Washington, D.C. Previously she headed the Political Department of the newspaper from 2014 to
2018. In addition to her work as a journalist, she develops and organizes political conferences on a
regular basis.She holds a master’s degree in political science from Potsdam University. Her studies
also included one semester at American University in Washington, D.C., where she worked part-time
for the American Council of Young Political Leaders. She has also participated in the Manfred-Wörner
Seminar of the German Marshall Fund, has been a Young Leader of the Atlantik-Brücke, and a Fellow of
the Johanna-Quandt-Foundation for economic journalists.

Ingrid Schulte
Consultant | Climate Focus
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Ingrid Schulte is a land use consultant at Climate Focus. Her current work focuses on
climate change mitigation in the agriculture and land use sectors, including topics such
as REDD+, deforestation-free commodity supply chains. She also coordinates the New
York Declaration on Forests Assessment Partners, a coalition of over 20 major research
organisations who annually evaluate progress of efforts to address global deforestation.
Prior to joining Climate Focus, Ingrid spent two years as a community health specialist with the
United States Peace Corps in Swaziland, Africa. She has also worked with the World Wildlife
Fund (WWF China) on their Green Shift Initiative programme and the Charles River Watershed
Association on water quality monitoring, community engagement and river conservation efforts.
Ingrid holds degrees from the Hertie School of Governance (Master of Public Policy) and Brandeis
University (BSc in Biology and Anthropology).

SPEAKERS
Léa Steinacker

Chief Innovation Officer | Wirtschaftswoche
As the Chief Innovation Officer of WirtschaftsWoche, Léa Steinacker develops products and live
experiences for Germany‘s leading business magazine and is in charge of assessing experimental
formats, new technologies, and innovative business models. Together with the publisher, she hosts a
weekly livestream on digital developments and used to analyze the impact of algorithms on markets
and democracy in a bi-weekly column. She is part of the founding team of ada, the company’s new
platform for the economy of the future. Prior, Léa worked on social justice in Bosnia, Rwanda, and the
Democratic Republic of Congo. She was selected as a 2018 Forbes 30 Under 30 leader, one of Medium
Magazine’s Top 30 Under 30 journalists, an Atlantik Brücke Young Leader, and a Leader of Tomorrow
by the St. Gallen Symposium. She holds an MPP from Harvard‘s Kennedy School of Government, a
Bachelor in International Affairs from Princeton University, and is a graduate of the United World
College of the Atlantic.

Constanze Stelzenmüller

Robert Bosch Senior Fellow | Brookings Institution
Constanze Stelzenmüller is the Robert Bosch senior fellow in the Center on the United States and
Europe at Brookings. Prior, she was a senior transatlantic fellow with the German Marshall Fund (GMF)
and former director of GMF’s Berlin office. From 1994 to 2005, she was an editor for DIE ZEIT, where
she covered defense, international security, humanitarian and human rights issues. Stelzenmüller’s
writing, in both German and English, have appeared in a wide range of publications, including Foreign
Affairs, Internationale Politik, the Financial Times, the International New York Times and Süddeutsche
Zeitung. She is a frequent commentator on American and European radio and television, including
Presseclub (ARD), National Public Radio, and the BBC. Stelzenmüller holds a doctorate degree in law
from the University of Bonn, a Master’s in Public Administration from the Harvard Kennedy School of
Government, and a law degree from the University of Bonn.

Amie Stepanovich

U.S. Policy Manager | Access Now
Amie Stepanovich works to ensure that laws and policies on surveillance and cybersecurity recognize
and respect human rights. At Access Now, Amie manages and develops the organization‘s U.S. policy
and leads projects at the intersection of human rights and surveillance. Previously, she was Director
of the Domestic Surveillance Project at the Electronic Privacy Information Center, where she testified
in hearings in both the Senate and the House of Representatives, as well as in State legislatures.
Amie is a board member of the Internet Education Foundation. She was a liaison to the American Bar
Association‘s Cybersecurity Working Group and co-chaired the 2014 Computers, Freedom, and Privacy
Conference. Amie was named a Privacy Ambassador by the Information and Privacy Commissioner of
Ontario, Canada and was recognized in 2014 as one of Forbes magazine’s 30 under 30 leaders in Law
and Policy. She has a J.D. from New York Law School, and a B.S. from the Florida State University.
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Marie-Agnes Strack-Zimmermann

Member of the German Parliament, FDP, Deputy Chairwoman
Dr. Marie-Agnes Strack-Zimmermann is a member of the German Parliament for the Free Democratic
Party (FDP). She is the Federal Co-Chairwoman of the FDP and is District Chairman of the FDP
Düsseldorf. Her areas of responsibility are local politics and defence policy, for both of which she is
the spokeswoman. Strack-Zimmermann is a regular member in the committee for building, habitation,
urban development, and local politics and also in in the defence committee. She is a deputy member in
the internal committee an deputy member of the NATO parliamentary assembly. Recently she worked
for the Nuremberg publisher TESSLOFF as head of the sales department. She studied journalism,
politics, and German studies at the Ludwig Maximilians University (LMU) in Munich and completed her
studies as Magister Artium (MA). Following this, she earned her PhD on the subject of “Images from
America: A newspaper study on the reporting of US issues in the second German television programme
(ZDF)”.

Christine Tsien Silvers

Chief Medical Officer | HealthReveal
Christine Tsien Silvers is Chief Medical Officer at HealthReveal, whose mission is to preempt avoidable
consequences of chronic disease. Through continual monitoring of health data, HealthReveal not only
predicts which patients are at high risk for adverse events such as strokes, but moreover identifies the
guideline-directed therapies needed to improve care. She is a Board-certified emergency physician
who earned her SB, SM and PhD in Computer Science and Engineering at MIT and MD at Harvard.
She trained at Massachusetts General Hospital and Brigham and Women‘s Hospital, after which she
worked clinically until 2010 when she became Chief Medical Officer at AFrame Digital, focused on realtime personalized trending of physiological signals for chronic care. She also served as Director of
Medical Analytics at ACT.md. She has authored peer-reviewed articles as well as Blueprints Clinical
Cases in Emergency Medicine, and has presented her predictive modeling research both nationally
and internationally.

Anna Vaccari

Board Member and Co-Founder | Women in Security and Privacy
Anna Vaccari is a privacy lawyer, licensed in California and Germany, and certified with the IAPP (CIPP/
US). She has a strong background in U.S., European and international business law, and currently works
as Data Protection Counsel at Facebook. Anna co-founded WISP (Women in Security and Privacy), a fast
growing organization advancing women to lead the future of privacy and security. As a board member,
Anna started and runs WISP‘s peer-to-peer mentoring program (Tandems). Recently, Anna created a
WISP’s first international chapter in Dublin, Ireland, and is building WISP‘s presence in Europe.
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SPEAKERS
Hélène Vincent

Candidate for District 8, Boston City Council
Hélène Vincent brings her experience as a community leader, educator and mental health advocate
to her candidacy for City Council in Boston’s 8th District. Her work as the Director of Research and
Academic Partnerships at EF Education First developed her passion for education. Since 2010, Hélène
has served as a trained mediator. She also serves as the President of the Downtown Boston Rotary
Club, where she helps local non-profits find the volunteers and resources to build a more equitable and
sustainable Boston. Hélène graduated from Brown University with a Bachelor’s degree in International
Relations - Political and Economic Development. A lifelong polyglot and traveler, she is currently
studying her 8th language.

Sabine von Mering

Professor | Brandeis University
Sabine von Mering grew up on the Northsea island of Langeoog. She holds a ‘Staatsexamen’ from GeorgAugust Universität Göttingen and a PhD in German Studies with a Designated Emphasis in Feminist
Theory from the University of California, Davis. Since 1998 she has been at Brandeis University where
she is now Professor of German and Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, and affiliated faculty with
the Environmental Studies Program. For the past ten years she has also been Director of the Center
for German and European Studies (CGES). She co-edited a small volume on green issues in 2001 called
International Green Politics. More recently she co-edited Right-Wing Radicalism Today: Perspectives
from Europe and the US (Routledge, 2013). She is currently working on a project about Germany’s
fight against climate change and teaching a course called Human/Nature: European Perspectives on
Climate Change. She is also a volunteer climate activist with 350Massachusetts for a Better Future.

Stephen M. Walt

Professor of International Affairs | Harvard Kennedy School
Stephen M. Walt is the Robert and Renée Belfer Professor of International Affairs at Harvard Kennedy
School, where he served as Academic Dean from 2002 to 2006. He previously taught at Princeton
and the University of Chicago. He is co-editor of the Cornell Studies in Security Affairs book series.
He was elected a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2005 and received the
International Studies Association’s Distinguished Senior Scholar award in 2014. Books include The
Origins of Alliances (1988 Edgar S. Furniss National Security Book Award), and Taming American
Power: The Global Response to U.S. Primacy. The Israel Lobby and U.S. Foreign Policy (with John J.
Mearsheimer) was a New York Times best-seller. His new book, The Hell of Good Intentions: America’s
Foreign Policy Elite and the Decline of U.S. Primacy, will be published in October 2018. He has a weekly
column in Foreign Policy.
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SPEAKERS
Britta Weddeling

Silicon Valley Correspondent | Handelsblatt
Britta Weddeling is a technology journalist with Handelsblatt, Germany’s no. 1 business
daily; based in San Francisco for 4 years.
Formerly editor of internet and technology at German news magazine Focus in Berlin
and Munich, Weddeling has also worked for Die Zeit, Tagesspiegel, and Kulturzeit.
She graduated from the Freie Universität Berlin with a degree in theatre studies and
comparative literature.

Michael Werz

Senior Fellow | Center for American Progress

Michael Werz is a Senior Fellow in the National Security Team of the Center for American Progress,
a Washington based think tank with over 350 employees. He has taught as Adjunct Professor at the
“Center for German and European Studies” in the School of Foreign Service at Georgetown University and was a Senior Transatlantic Fellow with the German Marshall Fund in Washington D.C. Michael
Werz has held appointments as a public policy scholar at the Woodrow Wilson International Center
for Scholars in Washington, DC, and as a John F. Kennedy Fellow at Harvard‘s Minda de Gunzburg
Center for European Studies. He is widely published on taahe areas of international politics with
a focus on Turkey, Mexico and Europe, as well as on race, ethnicity, and nationalism in Europe. He
works on U.S. and European foreign policy, migration policy, climate migration, domestic politics, EU
policy, and government relations in Europe and the United States—and is a regular public speaker and
commentator on radio and television on U.S. and European policy.

Lothar H. Wieler

President | Robert Koch Institute
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Prof. Lothar H. Wieler is president of the Robert Koch Institute (RKI), the National Public Health
Institute in Germany. His research focuses on zoonoses, particular on molecular mechanisms, enabling
bacterial pathogens to infect different hosts, and develop antibiotic resistance. By genome analyses
and functional experiments the pathogens´ evolution and adaption to different habitats are unraveled.
He has (co-)authored more than 220 peer-reviewed papers. Lothar H. Wieler is deputy spokesperson
of the intersectoral research consortium InfectControl 2020. Within InfectControl 2020, he heads the
IRMRESS and Neobiom research networks. He is a member of the scientific advisory board of the Global
Research Collaboration for Infectious Disease Preparedness, the WHO Europe Advisory Committee on
Health Research, and the WHO Strategic and Technical Advisory Group on Infectious Hazards. Since
2010, he is an elected member of the German National Academy of Sciences.

SPEAKERS
Roger Wood

Entrepreneur. Product Strategist. Investor. | Paradigm Talent Agency
Roger Wood is an American internet entrepreneur, brand strategist, management consultant and
investor. He was a member of the founding teams of companies that were all acquired or evolved
into, the following entities: SprintNextel; T-Mobile; Ralph Lauren RLX; Singtel Media; or Hearst Digital
Media. Since January 2014, he has worked with Paradigm Talent Agency in Los Angeles, where he
leads the development of new companies, products and businesses for the firm’s roster of celebrities,
athletes and public figures. He was Vice President of Digital Media at Hearst Corporation. Previously,
he founded and led the Entertainment, Media & Technology management consulting practice for Willis
Group of London. Prior, he was Corporate VP of Global Marketing for Reebok International. He holds
an MBA from Harvard University, and attended Columbia University School of Engineering. He earned
a BA from Morehouse College.

Dominik Wullers

Vice Chairman | Neue Deutsche Organisationen
Dominik Wullers is Vice Chairman of Neue Deutsche Organisationen, an umbrella organization for
initiatives that are concerned with the advancement of second or third generation migrants in Germany.
He is also Vice President of Deutscher.Soldat., an association of German Soldiers of Color, which he cofounded in 2011 to showcase positive examples of migration and integration. Professionally, Dominik
was a Military Officer for 13 years prior to joining the German Ministry of Defense in a civilian capacity
in the Office for Procurement and Material Readiness. He holds a doctorate in econometrics from the
University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg and is currently a McCloy Fellow and MPA student at
Harvard Kennedy School.

Max Zilberman

Principal Software Engineering Lead | Microsoft
Max Zilberman is a Principal Software Engineering Lead at Microsoft and has been working with sports
teams and leagues understanding innovative ways to gain insight in human activity classification.
Max have been at Microsoft for over 10 years working deeply on seemingly impossible problems.
Today Max leads a team of experts responsible covering Microsoft Azure and IoT customers.
His team is “the engineering team” behind the Microsoft moments seen in commercial on TV.
Prior to Microsoft, Max was a Enterprise Architect at Aetna where he led all Microsoft Center of
Excellence.
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CHAIRTEAM
Chair
Rahel Dette
Rahel Dette is a Master of Public Policy 2019 Candidate and McCloy Fellow at the Harvard
Kennedy School. She has been working on the role of technology in conflict settings, most
recently advising the German development ministry on topics such as cyber security
capacity building. She is a non-resident fellow at the Global Public Policy Institute in Berlin,
and affiliate at digitalHKS as well as the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative.

Chair
Rajib Mondal
Rajib’s passion is life. That‘s why he conducts research in biomedical engineering at the
Institute for Medical Science and Engineering at MIT. He is a MSc student in Electrical
Engineering at RWTH Aachen and a 4th year Medical student at University of Düsseldorf.
Moreover, he is a vivid promoter of intercultural exchange for the German Integration
Foundation and a co-founder of TEDxRWTHAachen. Apart from his studies, you will probably
find him playing soccer, at a concert, or trying to cook.

Co-Chair
Austin Gilbert
Austin Gilbert is a senior at Harvard College, pursuing an honors degree in economics. He
has spent time in Germany and Japan learning about entrepreneurialism and venture capital.
His previous involvements on campus include Varsity Cross Country, Varsity Track & Field,
and Harvard Investment Association. In his free time, Austin enjoys exercising, traveling, and
photography.

Till D. Best
Head of Logistics
Till is a 4th year medical student at the Charité in Berlin. Currently, he conducts research at
Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School focussing on the application of
artifical intelligence in radiology. After finishing his thesis he will move to Norway to continue
his medical studies in Trondheim.
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CHAIRTEAM
Florian
Häufele

Florian is a senior at Northeastern University, pursuing a dual degree in
International Business with ESB Business School in Germany. His current
focus is on business analytics and he has previously gained professional
experience in management consulting, IT security and reinsurance.

Daniel Heid

Daniel is a Master Student of Molecular Biotechnology at Heidelberg University. After gaining extensive research experience throughout his studies,
he currently conducts research at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and Harvard Medical School focusing on cancer immunology.

Yukio Iwamoto

Yukio is a medical student from Heidelberg and is conducting cardiovascular research for his medical dissertation at the Harvard Medical School.
He is a passionate marathon runner and strives to improve human health
through science. In the past, he has worked in hospitals, start-ups and a
consultancy.

Marius Möhler

Marius Möhler is a McCloy Fellow at the Harvard Kennedy School, pursuing
his Master in Public Administration. His goal is to create ‘learning organizations’ - thus helping them to increase their capacity to manage complexity.
For this, he employs behavioral insights, human-centered design and organizational development.

Philipp Simons
IT Lead &
Cities Panel

Philipp is a PhD student in Materials Science and Engineering at MIT, researching nano-scale implantable glucose fuel cells. Philipp holds a BSc in
Physics and an MSc in Energy Science and Technology, both from ETH Zürich. Prior to his PhD, Philipp was managing a software startup in Copenhagen. Philipp enjoys bouldering, soccer, hiking, and travelling.

Head of
Communications

Strategy Lead

Co-Head of
Innovation Lounge

Co-Head of
Innovation Lounge
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
As a McCloy Fellow and MPP Candidate at the Kennedy School, Sophia exSecurity Panel & Iran plores the intersection of feminism and international politics. Before coming
to Harvard, she was a foreign policy advisor at the German Parliament. Most
Deal Panel
recently she worked at the UN’s Office of the Victims‘ Rights Advocate.

Sophia Becker

Yannik
Birkhahn

Communications

Yannik is a Master of Finance candidate at MIT. He holds a B.Sc. in Business
Administration from Frankfurt School of Finance & Management and was a
Visiting Student at Harvard University. He worked in Investment Banking
and interned in the European Parliament. He enjoys running, exercising and
playing soccer.

Johannes
Bösch

Johannes studies Business, Philosophy & Economics in Frankfurt/Germany
and was a Visiting Student at Harvard University. He previously gained proInnovation Lounge & fessional experience in Venture Capital and at McKinsey and enjoys skiing,
tennis and climbing during his free time.
FinTech Panel

Sören
Brockmann

Sören Brockmann is a graduate student in mechanical engineering at RWTH
Aachen University. After gaining experience in the automotive industry and
in management consulting, he is now pursuing his Master’s thesis at MIT. In
his spare time, Sören is usually travelling the world or doing sports.

Jonas
Detlefsen

Jonas is a senior at NORDAKADEMIE Business School. During his time
abroad at Harvard, MIT and King’s College London, he heavily focused on
entrepreneurship and became co-founder & CEO of a startup in the retail
space. He is a member of the Slavin Foundation for students dedicated to
bringing world-changing entrepreneurial ideas to life.

Innovation Lounge

Innovation Lounge
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Denis
Ellenrieder

Denis Ellenrieder is a graduate student in mechanical engineering and business economics at Darmstadt University of Technology. After gaining experience in the energy industry and management consulting, he currently
pursues his master‘s thesis at MIT. During his spare time, Denis enjoys traveling and kind of sports activities.

Moritz
Hennemann

Moritz is Postdoc at the University of Freiburg Law Faculty and Visiting Researcher at Harvard Law School (Fall Term 2018). His research focuses on
the legal framework for artificial intelligence, the data economy, and media
in the digital age. Recent publications engage with - inter alia - the EU General Data Protection Regulation.

Hannah Herzig

Hannah is a medical doctor from Germany, who just completed her master‘s degree in public health at Harvard. She is interested in the impacts of
social and transportation policies on population health and is currently working for the European Commission, focusing on mobility and sustainability.

Katharina
Höbel

Katharina is a PhD student in Medical Engineering and Medical Physics at
Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology. Katharina holds
a BSc. in physics from Kiel University and MD from Heidelberg University.
Not busy with school and research, she enjoys reading, fencing and is an
avid snowboarder.

Partnerships

Populism Panel

Advisor to the
Organizing
Committee

Young Leader Stage
& Education Panel

Markus Horvath Markus is an ERP-fellow and PhD candidate in Medical Engineering and MeLife Sciences Panel

dical Physics at Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology.
His research interests range from soft robotics to circulatory support devices and pediatric applications. He enjoys soccer along with a wide variety
of outdoor sports during his free time.
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Lucas Lamby

Lucas is a senior at the University of Münster studying Politics & Economics.
After spending a year at Harvard, he interned at the government of the Province of Buenos Aires and is currently working at the Federal Foreign Office.

Jonas Lehmann

Jonas is a graduate student in Industrial Engineering and Sustainable Development at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. After gaining extensive research experience throughout his studies, he is currently writing his Master’s Thesis at MIT’s Center for Transportation and Logistics on sustainable
supply chains.

Dionis Minev

Dionis is a PhD candidate in Bioengineering at Harvard working on DNA
nanotechnology. He completed his BSc at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in mechanical engineering and his MSc in medical engineering at the
Technical University of Munich. He enjoys running, drawing, and painting.

Hendrik
Müller

Hendrik Müller is a senior at the Technical University of Munich and former Visiting Undergraduate at Harvard University studying Management
& Technology. In his free time, Hendrik loves to go hiking or skiing in the
nearby Alps.

Yannick
Naunheim

Yannick Naunheim is a graduate student in Materials Engineering at RWTH
Aachen University. He holds a Bachelor degree in Industrial Engineering
from RWTH, spent an academic year at Imperial College London, and is currently enrolled as visiting student in the Department of Material Science
and Engineering at MIT.

Development
Cooperation Panel

Sustainability Panel
& Logistics

Life Sciences Panel

Partnerships

Education Panel
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Christina
Neckermann

Christina is a fourth-year student at Harvard College concentrating in Government with a secondary in Economics. Her interest in transatlantic relations comes from her German heritage and experiences traveling back and
forth between Germany and the U.S. to visit extended family.

Heinrich
Nemeczek

Heinrich is an attorney in the field of financial regulation. He graduated from
Harvard Law School (LLM ‚18) and from the University of Freiburg (2012).
He clerked for Justice Prof. Paulus at the German Constitutional Court and
worked at Credit Suisse Securities (Europe) Ltd. and Freshfields Bruckhaus
Deringer LLP.

Jan Phillip
Petershagen
Innovation Lounge &
Communications

Jan Philip is a Business Administration student from Münster and a current
Visiting Undergraduate at Harvard. Passionate about entrepreneurship, he
has organized entrepreneurial conferences in Germany and is now digging
into the Start-Up ecosystem at the Harvard i-Lab and Harvard Ventures.

Robert Powell

Robert Powell is a student at Harvard College from Gainesville, Florida studying Environmental Science and Public Policy with a minor in Earth and
Planetary Sciences. He spent a year in Berlin, Germany as a recipient of
the Congress-Bundestag Vocational Youth Exchange while interning at the
Bundestag and the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung.

Paul Rostin

Paul Rostin is a fourth-year medical student at Kiel University. He is currently pursuing his doctoral thesis as a one-year visiting student at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and HarvardMedical School. In his free time,
Paul enjoys skiing, boxing and travelling.

Sport Panel

Populism Panel

Sustainability Panel

Life Sciences Panel
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Florian Scheck Florian recently graduated with a double degree in International Business
Partnerships

and Finance from Northeastern University Boston and ESB Business School
Reutlingen. During his studies, he gained professional experience through
internships at Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt and at GFT Technologies in New
York.

Diana
Schoeller

Diana Schoeller is in her last year of Business Administration studies at the
University of St. Gallen, Switzerland. As a visiting undergraduate student at
Harvard College, she joined the GAC team. She is now looking to pursue a
masters in Big Data Analytics, starting in fall 2019.

Denys
Shaydenfish

Denys Shaydenfish is a fifth-year medical student at the University of Münster. He is currently pursuing his doctoral thesis in the field of perioperative
medicine as at MGH, BIDMC, and Harvard Medical School. In his spare time,
Denys enjoys swimming, travelling, and learning languages.

Alice Sommer
Data Protection
Panel

Alice is a PhD student at the Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich and a
Fellow of Harvard’s Department of Statistics. Her research interests focus
on causal inference methods to understand environmental epidemiology
problems, such as the effect of the environment on the human gut microbiome.

Lisa Toerk

Lisa is a PhD candidate in Chemical Biology at Harvard University. She holds
a BSc. and MSc. in Chemistry and has worked in various research groups
ranging from computational chemistry to biochemical studies. In her current research, she studies the biogenesis of cell envelope in bacteria.

Life Sciences Panel

Life Sciences Panel

Life Sciences Panel
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Marius
Vollberg

Marius Vollberg is a PhD student at Harvard. He investigates the neural mechanisms underlying decision-making in groups. Previously, Marius conducted research while studying in Zurich and London. Marius also assisted
with the WHO Zika emergency response and gained experience in finance
and consulting.

Leandra
Zimmermann

Leandra Zimmermann is a senior at MIT, pursuing a degree in Mechanical
Engineering with a concentration in Product Development and a minor in
Computer Science. She is interested in Biomechanics and has worked on
prosthetics for the developing world and an exoskeleton for paraplegics. In
her free time she enjoys running, kickboxing, and playing soccer.

Partnerships

Education Panel
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BOSTON ESSENTIALS
Freedom Trail
Boston’s famous Freedom Trail takes you on a 2.5-mile trip through the city’s rich history. Book a tour or follow the red-lined route
yourself. Information and maps can be found at www.thefreedomtrail.org
Beacon Hill and the North End
Boston’s most instagrammable neighborhood is Beacon Hill. Victorian style brick houses, antique gas lanterns, cobble stone roads –
you get the idea. Don’t miss Acorn Street, the most photographed street in the city. Head to the North End if you are in the mood for
excellent Italian food or want to visit the historic Old North Church from where Paul Revere was alerted to the arrival of the British
troops.
Boston Common and the Public Gardens
The Boston Common is the oldest public park in the United States. Go for a stroll where 17th century Bostonians once fed their cattle. Don’t forget to pay a visit to the bronze ducklings in the Public Gardens – Boston’s cutest landmark.
Back Bay and Newbury Street
Boston’s best places for (window) shopping are Newbury Street and Beacon Street located in Back Bay. Lined with 19th century
brownstones, it offers a great variety of shops, boutiques, and eateries. If you are there, stop at the Boston Public Library and Trinity
Church.
Harvard University
Established in 1636, Harvard University is the oldest university in the United States.
Take a tour of the campus led by Harvard students. Tours run every hour from 10.30am to 3.30pm.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MIT’s campus is a piece of art in and of itself. It includes works by architects such as
Alvar Aalto, Eduardo Catalano, I. M. Pei, Frank Gehry, and Eero Saarinen.

Museum

Boston Museum of Fine Arts
Boston’s flagship art museum houses over 450,000 pieces of art and is the fifth largest art museum in the United States. Special
exhibitions include currently The Art of Influence - Propaganda Postcards from the Era of World Wars or Casanova’s Europe- Art,
Pleasure, and Power in the 18th Century; 465 Huntington Ave, Boston, MA 02115; Open Mon-Fri 10am – 10pm and Sat-Sun 10am –
5pm.
Busch-Reisinger Museum at Harvard Art Museums
The Busch-Reisinger Museum was founded in 1901 as the Germanic Museum. The museum’s holdings include significant works of
Austrian Secession art, German expressionism, 1920s abstraction, and materials related to the Bauhaus. The museum also holds
noteworthy postwar and contemporary art from German-speaking Europe. 32 Quincy Street, Cambridge MA 02138, Open Every Day
from 10am -5pm .
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FOOD AND DRINKS IN CAMBRIDGE
Aeronaut Brewery
Great beer, low-key atmosphere - kind of like in your cool friend’s garage brewery. Open until 12.30am.
14 Tyler St., Somerville, MA 02143.
Brick & Mortar
Cocktails and French Fries in a hip Berlinesque atmosphere. 567 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, MA 02138 .
Cambridge Common
Cambridge Common is a typical American bar/restaurant. It has one of the best beer selections in the area, is very decently priced
and the food is always good. 1667 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge MA 02138.
Daedalus
Modern American Cuisine in a nice atmosphere. Has a really nice rooftop bar. 45 Mount Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Felipe’s Taqueria
A student favorite, this Mexican eatery serves good burrito’s and excellent margaritas. Don’t miss the rooftop bar if the weather is
nice! 21 Brattle Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Grendel’s Den
A pub that serves really decent food that comes pretty close to a hearty, home-cooked meal. A student favorite because of its Food
Happy Hour between 5-7pm. Everything is half price! 89 Winthrop Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Lamplighter Brewery
Arguably Cambridge’s most popular local brewery. Great beer, good atmosphere, can get crowded on weekends.
Open until midnight. 284 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139.
Lizzy’s Ice Cream
Best ice cream in Cambridge. Try their Charles River Crunch – it is divine! 29 Church Street, Cambridge.
Night Market
Urban Asian fusion restaurant. Very hip, very good food! 75 Winthrop Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.

For internationals:
Bring your passport to bars and restaurants, driver’s licenses or national ID cards won’t be accepted!
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NOTES

ROOM FOR CREATIVE IDEAS
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NOW IT IS IN YOUR HANDS

Which challenge are you going to tackle?
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GermanAmericanConference.org
#GAC18

